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Celebrating 75 years of excellence in collegiate journalism
Spons profiles Murray
State junior setter
Chrissy Oabbert. She
leads the team with
879 assists.

page eight
College Life's Get Out page highlights Cinema International as
they head into their last week for the semester. Brazil 's "Orfeu" will
be presented in Portuguese with English subtitles this weekend.
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SGAplaces
'Source' online
for student use
ber," Key said. "It's helpful
because it includes the number of
respondents and gives a roum1·
For the first time since the Stu- about view (of the professor)."
dent Government Association
Sophomore Amanda Olges said
released "'The Source.. in 1998, a she always uses "The Source"
search for the publication will when scheduling her classes.
require students to look online.
'" The Source' is especially
SGA released the 2001 -2002 helpful when you' re picking class·
"Source" on Wednesday, available es that aren' t in your field,'' Olges
at www.msusga.com or through said...It gives you an idea about
the Murray State Web site. "The professors you aren't familiar
Source" was previously available with.''
online, but this year is the first for
Key said the online "Source" is
no hard copies to be publio;hed.
easier to use and more acccssib)e
"The Source" rates faculty to students. Students can type in
members on a live-point scale the professor's name or depanbased on student evaluations from
ment, and rhe
the previous
Web site will
year.
'' It was controversial when bring up the
Out of the
entry.
25 to 30 ques- it first came to Murray, but
"Before all of
tions to which it's something that's done the professor':.
students are across the country. .,'
names
were
asked
to
listed alphabetrespond, SGA
and
ically,
Nikki Key
narrowed the
there was no
SGA President
ratings down
quick way to
to nine cate·
use it." Key
gories such a." "availability of said. "Al<>o. it's a good way to get
extra help," "the instructor' s effec· students online.
tiveness in teaching the subject
Faculty objected to "The
matter" and "evaluati\'e and grad· Source" when it was first intro·
ing techniques."
duced by SGA in 1998. Some said
SGA President Nil\ki Key said they were not consulted before the
"The Source" is important for all evaluation-; were released and that
students, especially freshman and it was not public information.
sophomores.
Said Key: "It was controversial
"I think it' s a really valuable when it first came to Murray, but
tool students can u~e if they don't it's something that's done across
know a lot of other students and the country and a good way to get
are unsure about a faculty mem- input out to students."
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFF WRITfR

F. King Alexander sits at his new desk in Wells ijaU. Alexander has spent the last few weeks trying to make the transition to Murray State.

Story by Loree Stark

Alexander strives for accessibility
University President F.
King Alexander knows
what it's like to be busy.
Between mo\'ing into his new digs at
Oakhurst, saying goodbye to students and col·
league~ as an associate professor at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and keeping
speaking engagements in Frankfort and Wisconsin, he barely had time last weekend to pick
up Halloween costumes for his daughters:

International students
return to homeland
after parental pressure
BY B ETH W HEELER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Local law enforcement and Murray
State faculty arc helping international students cope with the Sept. II
terrorists attacks.
Mark Galloway, international student adviser. said international students are watc hing more television
and getting more phone calls from
home than usual. Galloway said
some international students are being
pressured by their pare nts to come
home.
" They (parents ) don' t want their
children 3 ,000 mile s away: · Gal·
loway said.
International
s tudents
were
instructed to remain c a lm and
explain 't o their parents where they
are in relation to the terro rists
attacks. Galloway said there have
been only a few problems with students leaving.
One student returned home to
Thailand because of pressures from
parents. Galloway said another international student withdrew from
classes and returned to Saudi Arab1a.
Thai student had a wife and children
here and wanted to return them to
their homeland. Galloway expects
both students to return in January.
Michael Basile. Muslim Student
Organinuion fa c ulty ad v iser. said
international students arc sensitive to
event:; that might happen 1n thi'
country. University faculty are doing
everything they can to he lp those stu-

Photo by Karri Rubeck

dents.
Campus, city and University personnel have met with international
students to discuss what the sLUdents
should do in case of an emergency.
Basile said students were instructed
to stay on campus and seek protection in any University building in
that scenario.
Ba~ile said this is the same advice
he would give any student, not just
the international population.
"What they're (iniernational students) doing is keeping in very· close
contact with Vice President of Student Affair~ Don Robertson. lnterna·
tiona! Student Adviser Mark Galloway and myself," Basile said.
Muslim Student Organization President Khalid Almiglad s aid University offic ials have been helpful by
meeting with members of his organi zation and asking for their input.
"Thc::y provide us with recomrncn·
dations and take our views of every ·
thing around campus," Almiglad
said. "They make us feel safe. and
they are being very helpful to us."
Oalloy,ay said the Univerc;ity i'
focusing on being able to contact all
554 international students within one
hour in ca-;e of a national emergency.
' 'There haven't been any incidents
reponed to Public Safety, and there
haven't been any incidents reponed
to me." Gallo way ~aid .
Basile said he ha., seen exemplary
behavior toward international 1itU·
dents on campus and an the community.

Savannah, 5, and Madison. 2.
" Savannah is Cinderella, and Madison is
Snow White," Alexander said. 'They fit the
roles. The older one has blond hair, and the
two-year-old has dark hair.''
In fact, Alexander said the welfare of his children played an important part in his decision to
move to Murray. Alexander said living in the
upper Midwest and the deep south have reinforced his opinion that Murray is a community
in which he wants to raise his children.
"It's a warm, very loving city.'' Alexander

said. "I think my children will benefit from a
quality city like Murray that has a high standard
for educational attainment."
Granted, the Murrny community may only
serve as a backdrop for a job that will inevitably
take up quite a bit of Alexander's lime. However. Alexander said he plans to be a visible president, bringing his daughters to football games,
eating in the dining halls and meeting students,
faculty and :.tnff.

see ALEXANDER /13

Health insurance benefits
increase for faculty, staff
Associate Vice Pre;;ident for Human
Resources Joyce Gordon said an important point to remember is Murray State
Murray State's faculty and staff insur·
will increase. the health-insurance budget
ance plan for 2002 managed to introduce
by $325.000 for 2002.
,
new features and cut back on a few. but it
"This is how we managed to keep the
did not ruffle too many feathers around
employee premium costs affordable ,"
Gordon said. "Murray State's employee
campus.
premium costs are among the lowest in
T he new plan calls for an increased pre·
mium in all three of the plans within the
the state.''
scheme. In the Standard PPO Plan, the
Gordon added that since the plan was
employee-only plan increased by $2
introduced to faculty and staff, th e
while the employee-and-fami ly plan
response has been good.
"The majority of comments we
increased $13. The Enhanced PPO Plan
received have been positive,'' Gordon
required an increase of $5 for the employ·
said. "Most employees are relieved that
ee·only plan and an increase of up to $20
the changes and cost
for the employeeincreases are much
and-family plan.
The
Indemnity ~o. The majority of comments we received have been positive. Most
less than what they
Plan ~aw
the
anticipated. Overall I
employees are re lieved that the changes and cost increases are much think the folks are
greatest increase
less that what they anticipated. Overall 1 think the folks are pleased pleased with the
with
$6
for
employee
only
health insurance plan
with the health insurance p lan for 2002. '~ ~
and up to $23 for
for 2002.''
employee
and
Landini agreed
Joyce Gordon
with Gordon's statefamily.
t\~sociatc Vice President for Human Resources
ment.
Annual limits
for wellness and
" I think the faculty· and staff are, for
preventative cure
will be increased. and services such us ber has been decreased to 20 visits.
the most part. plc.::t!iCd with the new plan,"
routine physicalf'. immunizations and cerDependents wi ll now be covered up to Landini said. "The Insurance und Benetain screenings (including mammograms) age 24 if that dependent is a full-time stu· fits Cornrnillcc did a great job."
will be covered at I00 percent of covered dent. That age was increased from 23,
John Griffin, <.~ssi,tanl professor and
and hospice care coverage has been head of circulation l'or the University
charge up to the plan-option limit.
To help control escalating drug cnsts, added as an additional benefit.
Libraries and n member or the committee,
Two popular features added to the list said the new plan i" beneficial to facu lty
the <,cheme is switching to a formulary
type of prescription drug management. of approved. preventative-care options and staff.
Drugs p laced on the formulary list will were a routine vision exam and a hearing
"Given the state of (the.' health insu rco:-.l $8 (generic drugs) and $15 !brand test . Those features brought positive ance industry) we' re getting about a good
drugc;), Tho~e drugs excluded from the comments from faculty.
a deal as we can expect,'' Griflin said.
'"The ViJ;ion and hearing ched:ups are ··our Human Resources department lias
formulary list will cost $40.
The new plan also implements n mail- certainly a welcome addition to the plan," kept the increa~e to a low. manageable
order feature under which employees can Landini said.
increase.''
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAff WRITER

receive a three-month supply of drugs for
the cost of two monthly co-pays. This
new system is not extremely popular wii]J
some members of faculty. Ann Landini,
associate professor of journalism, said
the mail-order feature does not appeal to
her.
" I would prefer to work with a pharmacist here in town," Landini said. "Other
than that, the plan is quite adequate: it's
always going to cost us a little bit more.
that's to be expected."
Ambulance services. both ground and
air, wi ll be covered at 100 percent when
medically necessary. Chiropractic visits
in the past were limited to 26. That nu m·
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Fonner professor indicted
on child rape charges
Former assistant professor of
psychology Thomas Robinson Ill
was indicted Tuesday by a Calloway County grand jury for
first-degree rape involving a
child under 12.
According to an article in
Wednesday's Paducah Sun, special prosecutor Tim Kaltenbach
said that Robinson is believed to
have left the Murray area.

in the Curris Center Mississippi
Room at 7 p.m. with a keynote
address, "Reclaiming Malthus,"
by Frank Elwell.
Elwell, the Rogers State University School of Liberal Arts
dean, is a former Murray State
sociology department chair.
Tomorro-.v's events will begin
at 8:30a.m. in Faculty Hall room
501 with faculty and student
presentations and a round-table
discussion.

Dress rehearsal free
to Murray State students

Experienced broadcaster
to speak at public forum

The department of music and
theater and dance will open the
final dress rehear.,al for the
upcoming production of Rogers
and Hammerstein's "Oklahoma!" to Murray State students
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Robert E.
Johnson Theater.
Students presenting their Murray State IDs will get in iree.
Reservations will not be taken.
Seating will be available on a
first come, first serve basis.

Radio station manager and
president Edward Perry will
address "Media Ethics: An Oxymoron?" at a public forum at 7
p.m. Monday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium.
Perry, owner of WATD-FM in
Marshfield, Mass., has been a
broadcaster since the 1970s. His
visit will include additional
forums with Murray State students addressing issues of court
reporting and how best to cover
violent crime.
The forum is part of the
Broadcasters-in-Residence program, sponsor~o>d by the Associa·
tion of Schools of Journalism
and Mass Communication, with
funding from the John S. and
James L. Knight Foundation

Annual ASK meeting
begins on campus today
Murray State will host the
annual meeting of the Anthropologists and Sociologists of
Kentucky today and tomorrow.
Registration will be from 4:30
to 5:30 p.m. today in the Curris
Center Cumberland Room.
There will be a round-table discussion at 5:30p.m. and a dinner

tl1e

Prominent swing band
to perfonn tonight
The Murray Civic Organization

murray
t:Jstate
news

is bringing swing to Murray with a
performance by the Jimmy Dorsey
Orchestra at 7:30 tonight in Lovett
Auditorium.
Admission is by MCMA season
ticket, or tickets can be purchased
at the door. Murray State students
are admitted without charge with
a valid MSU ID.

Wickliffe Mounds celebmes
Native American heritage
November is Native American
Heritage Month in Kentucky. To
commemorate the event, the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center in
Wickliffe has planned activities.
A special exhibit, "Uncovering
Kentucky's Past," will be featured
at the museum Nov. 6-20. Produced by the University of Kentucky and the Kentucky Historical
Society with funding from the
Kentucky Humanities Council and
the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the exhibit focuses on
the science of archaeology and
Kentucky's Native American heritage.
General admission fees for the
visitors to the center will be discounted to $2 on Saturdays and
Sundays throughout the month of
November. The museum is open
daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
March through November. For
more information, call {270) 335·
3681
or
e,.mail
wmounds@brtc.net.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Marci
Owen, as.-;istant ned editor.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Oct. 25

team rounded up the cattle.

4:46 p.m. A caller reported a squir·
rei in the refrigerator of a Springer
College room. Animal control was
advised, and the animal was
removed.

Friday, Oct. 26
4:16 a.m. A citation was issued for
possession of marijuana and drug
paraphemaliain at White College.
11:41 a.m. A university employee
called to report an envelope containing a white powder at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Officers secured the scene.

Saturday, Oct. 27
10:22 a.m. A white powder was
found in a radiator of the Business
Building. The white powder was
possibly boric acid used for pest
control. Facilities Management
was advised to clean the radiators.

Sunday, Oct. 28
1:10 a.m. A citation was issued for
no insurance and operating on a
suspended license at 16th and Main

streets.
9:21 a.m. The Murray Police
Department received a call that
four or five cows were loose in the
west parking lot of the West Kentucky Expo Center. The cows were
retuned to pasture, and the gate
was secured.
4:02 p.m. A caller reported cattle
behind his residence near the University's west farm. The Rodeo

Monday, Oct. 29
7:45 p.m. A caller reported a vehicle rolling in the White College
parking lot. The vehicle was
locked, and the owner could not
be contacted.
11:21 p.m. An officer was at Sparks
Hall with a subject suspected of
starting a fire by Saturdays.

Tuesday, Oct. 30
1:03 il.m. A failure to check in signal was received from Spc.1rks HaU.
Central Plant was notified.
1:08 a.m. The smell of marijuana
was repor~ed in Regents College. A
citation was issued for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
1:17 a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from Wrather
Museum. Central Plant was notified.
2 a.m. A failure to check in signal
was received from the Lowry Center. Central Plant was notified.
2:25 a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from Wells Hall.
Central Plant was notifit!d.
2:47 a.m. A failure to check in sig·
nal was received from Faculty Hall.
Central Plant was notified.
3:35 a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from Waterfield
Library. Central Plant was notified.
4:23 a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from the Trio
Building. CentraJ Plant was noti-

fied.
5:40 a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from Blackburn

Science Building. Central Plant was
notified.
6:05 a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from the Industry
and Technology Building. Central
Plant was notified.
6:16 a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from the Regional
Special Events Center. CentraJ
Plant was notified.
6:17a.m. A failure to check in signal was received from the Genera]
Services Building. Central Plant
wc.1s notified.
9:46 p.m. A student reported she
had eaten a brownie at an art
gallery reception in the Fine Arts
Building and had been tripping
since eating it The student was
advised to go to the emergency
room. An incident report was
taken.

Wednesday, Oct. 31
3:51 a.m. A student in Elizabeth
College received a harassing
phone call.
3:10 p.m. A subject in Regents College reported she and her roommate had received harassing
phone calls at 3:20 this morning.

Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts • 3

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
materials provide,J by Public Safety.
All dispatched calls are not listed.

"The Murray state News" strives to be the UniYerslty community's source for Information.
Our goal is to present that Information in a fair and unbiased
manner and alto pnMde a free and opea forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News" often a hands-on 1eatn1na ell'rii'OIIIIIIftt
for thole students hderested In jalnalllln or Giller tlllds ,........
to the production of a newspapw.
The campus pnta should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, its editors should be free to develop tiMir
own editorial and news policies.

Been around?

We'll take anybody.

Really.
Think it's WAY too late to possibly join "The Murray State News"' staff?
We're an equal opportunity employer; and, we don't have term limits!
Call 762-4468 or drop by our office: Wilson Hall. room 111.
Pacemaker? Respirator? We' 11 take ya. Really.

News
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Security tightens near Gaseous
Diffusion Plant, Paducah airport

Fourth anthrax related
death in U.S•.reported

PADUCAH (AP)- Warnings that there may be
another terrorist attack in the United States have
prompted increac;ed security a1 the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant. including flight restrictions near
Barkley Regional Airport.
Officials on Tuesday announced that no private or
corporate aircraft can fly in or out of Barkley
Regional Airport, which is about five miles from the
plant in McCracken County.
The new restriction was issued for at least 87
nuclear facilitie:. nationwide.
The restriction. in place for at least a week. also
affects the Honeywell plant in Metropolis. Ill.,
which makes raw-product uranium hexafluoride for
the Paducah plant.
Richard Roof, Barkley Regional manager,
stressed that the restrictions do not affect conunercial flights by Northwest Airlink or TransWorld
Express. charter flights by Midw~l Aviation or
cargo aircraft.
Elizabeth Stuckle. spokeswoman for USEC Inc.,
the Paducah plant opemtor, said the Department of
Energy and Nuclear Regulatory Commission had
a~ked for increased security at all nuclear facilities.
She declined to .,ay why or discuss the specific
measures taken. Except for a few days, the Paducah
plant has been at the second-highest level of DOE
security since the Sepl. II terrorist attacb. The Honeywell plant also remains at heightened security;

NEW YORK (AP) - A hospital
worker with a mysteriou!> case of
inhalation anthrax died early Wednesday, the nation's fourth fatality in a
month of bioterrorism.
Kathy T. Nguyen, 61, died three
days after checking herself into Lenox
Hill Hospital and being diagnosed as
New York City's first case of the
inhaled fornt of the disease.
Also Wednesday, a post office
spokesman said an employee at a second regional mail facility in New Jersey was suspected to have skin
anthrax.
Nguyen's illness, and that of a New
Jersey accoumant who contracted the
less :;erious skin anthrax, complicated
the inve-;tigation by raising new worries that tainted letters are contaminating other mail or that the spore~ are
sickening people by means other than
the mail.
Dr. Anthony Fauci of the National
Institutes of Health said worries about
" cross-contamination" - anthrax
spore::. ~ticking to pi~:Ces of mail at
postal facilities - have grown with the
new cases.
On Wednesday, Fauci !>aid preliminary tests show no anthrax at the hos·
pital where Nguyen worked and "that's
part of the mystery."
The latest victims raised the number
of confirmed anthrax cases to I7
nationwide since the outbreak began in
early October. Ten have the inhaled
form. including the four who died. The
others have less-severe skin infections.
Nguyen, an immigrant from Vietnam who lived alone and commuted to
the Manhattan Eye, Ear and Throat
Hospital by subway from the Bronx.
worked in a basement supply room.
Until recently, the space had included a mailroom, but there was no evidence of any suspicious letter, and the
first environmental samples from the
hospital were negative.

First recipient of artificial heart
bying to go home for holiday season
LOUISVILLE (AP)- The world's first recipient
of a self-contained artificial heart may get his wish
to leave the hospital and be home for the holtda)'l> if
he bulks up in the next few weeks, his doctor says.
Robert Tools has been gaining strength in the
nearly four months since the Massachusettf>-made
titanium-and-plastic pump was implanted in his
chest at Jewish Hospital, but he still needs to put on
some weighL Dr. Robert Dowling said Monday.
Tools. 59, of Franklin, wants to spend Thanksgiving at horne. but th~t may be a bit soon, Dowling
said
Tools was given little chance of living 30 days
before he received the AbioCor device. Since then,
Tools' artificial heart ha~; beat million~ of times. and
he takes strolls in the park. dines out at restaurant-;
and has gone fishing. Dowling ~d During one
round of thempy, Tools lifted 50 pound~ - about a
third of his own weight.
Tools was about 140 poundc; at the time of surgery
and has since gained tO pounds, the doctor .said. He
weighed more than 200 pounds before he fell ill.
The Food and DrUg !1\drninist.ralion must approve
any discharge plan for Tools.

• wor1d

Jersey post office gets

second skin'.anthrax case
BELMAWR, N.J. (AP> - An
employee at a second regional postal

center in New Jen;ey is suspected of
having skin anthrax, and the facility
was closed on Wednesday.
New Jersey has five confil11}ed cases
of anthrax and one other suspected

case.
The postal worker wtth the new suspected ca'ie works as a mail processor
in the Bellmawr regional mail facility
in Camden County. about 35 miles
from the Hamilton postal facility that
handled at lea\t three anthrax-tainted
letters. said Ray Daiutolo. a spokesman
for the Bellmawr office.
Blood te.\ts were positive for anthrax
antilxx.hes and officials were awaiting
resuiLc; from a biopsy, Daiutolo said.
Postal ofticials on Wednesday halted all operations at the Bellmawr piWlt,
which serves 159 local post oflices and
delivers mail to 1.1 million locations in
southern New Jersey and parts of
Delaware.
Mail at the plant will stay there until
tests show no anthrax is present, Daiutolo said. Nearly all the facility's first·
clac;s mail was delivered Wednesday,
but bulk mail. business class and
advertisement-; remained. he said.
Four New Jersey postal workers
have confirmed cases of anthrax and a
fifth was treated with antibiotics before
his suspected case of skin anthl".lX
could be confimted. They worked at
either the Hamilton regional mail processing center or the West Trenton post
office.

Prosecutor resigns after
admitting to anthrax hoax
CHICAGO (AP) - A Cook County
prosecutor has resigned after admitting
that he perpetrated an anthrax hoax on
a co-worker.
James Va:.selli. 27, assigned to
downtown traffic court. admiued Tuesday that he placed an envelope containing sugar on the desk of fellow
prosecutor Adam Weber. The envelope bore the return address of a person
Weber wao; prosecuting.
Weber found the envelope Tuesday
morning. Firelighters and a hazardous
materials team were sent to the Traffic
Dh·ision's oftices.
So.id Cook County State's Attorney
R~ ~Wa!S. ··~qJi.w enfurtement
official should be engaged in such irresponsible behavior at a time like this.''

groundbreaking U.N. resolution
that committed governments to
include women at peace tables
QUETIA, Pakistan {AP) - Tal· while protecting them from the
iban officials took control of a abuses of war, Jamila joined
U.N. refugee office in an Afghan women from Kosovo and East
town near the Pakistan border Timor in urging the council to
Wednesday. a U.N. spokesman uphold its commitments.
said.
"I have often heard that Afghan
Several armed Taliban soldiers women are not political. That
seized the field office of the Unit- peace and security is man's work.
ed Nations High Commissioner I am here to challenge that illufor Refugees in Spinboldak, about sion." Jamila told council mem25 kilometers (15 miles) inside bers at a closed meeting on TuesAfghanistan, according to Yusuf day. "For the lac;t 20 years of my
Ha~san. a U.N. spokesman in
life. the leadership of men has
Quena.
only brought war and suffering."
None of the UNHCR staff was
1be women's statements were
present at the time, he said.
released at a press conference after
"By doing this, the Taliban have Tuesday's meeting. Council memviolated their promise that they bers approved a statement
would protect operations of the aid Wednesday calling for stepped up
organizations," Hassan added.
implementation of the resolution.
There was no comment from
The council reaffirmed "its
the Taliban, whose relations with strong support for increasing the
the United Nations have soured in role of women in decision-making
recent months. Hassan said the with regard to conflict prevention
United Nations would ta.lce up the and resolution. It also renewed ''its
issue with the Taliban embassy in call on states to include women in
Pakistan's capita! Islamabad.'
the negotiations and implementaInternational relief organiza- tion of peace accords, constitutions withdrew their foreign staff tions and strategies for resettlefrom Afghanistan last month after ment and rebuilding."
the Sept. II terrorist attacks in the
United States.
Swiss officials seize
In recent weeks, however, the
Tali ban have raided offices of sev- more bank accounts
BERN. Switzerland (AP) eral international aid organizations
and ordered Afghan employees to Swiss authorities have blocked 24
cease contacts with the groups' bank accounts ba'ied on a U.S. list
of organization.c; and individuals
headquarters.
suspected of having links to the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, an offiAfgl81 women
cial said Wednesday.
¥Oice in
pem111ent Vera Britsch. spokeswoman for
UNITED NATIONS (AP)- An the Federal Prosecutor's Office.
Afghan woman urged the U.N. refused to say how much money
Security Council to ensure that the was in the accounts, but she told
country'~ war-battered women are
The Associated Press they have
included in any peace negotia- been frozen indefinitely.
tions, despite their current secondFederal Prosecutor Valentin
clas!'t status.
Roschacher said in early October
"Do not think that because that the Swiss investigation had so
women wear a veil we do not have far failed to find any indications
a voice," said Jamila. who heads that Switzerland had been used for
an organintion that helps Afghan any significant elements in the
refugee women in Pakistan. planning for the attacks on Wash"When the U.N. ill looking for ington and New York.
leaders, look to us,"
He said at the time that 16 bank
On the first anniversary of a accounts had been blocked tern-

Anned Taliban take
over refugee office

w..t

new

porarily, but that all but one of
them had been turned back over to
their owners because of a lack of
evidence.
Brit~ch said that the new moves
against banJc accounts were ba'ied
on a second list of 39 individuals
and organizations that the U.S.
Treasury Department named Oct.
12 as suspected of conducting or
financing terrorist activities.
That followed up on a Sept. 24
U.S. Jist of 27 suspected people
and organizations.
Tre~ury Secretary Paul O'Neill
said the second list includes businesses and charitable organizations that funnel money to the alQaida network of alleged ten·orist
Osama bin Laden.
Swiss officials have IW!id Swiss
bank!; are unlikely to contain significant amounts of money linked
lO terrorist grouP-' b\.--cause they
claim the country's tightened
money-laundering laws are among
the toughest in the world.

Captive journalist likely

to be released soon
PARIS (AP) • A French journalist being held in Afghanistan is
likely to be freed soon becau.'ie the
Taliban no longer suspect he is a
spy. his editor said in an interview
published Wednesday.
Michel Peyrard. a journalist for
French magazine Paris Match,
was arrested Oct. 9 a' he attempt·
ed to enter Afghanistan with two
Pakistani guides and was charged
with spying.
Alain Genestar, Paris Match
editor in chief. said the Taliban
became convinced that Peyrard
was a reporter when they were
shown samples of his work. The
magazine also devoted a cover
story to Peyrard a-; further proof,
Genestar told Le Parisien newspaper.
The private Afghan Islamic
Press had announced Friday that
Peyrard would stand trial for espi·
onage. But Genestar said the court
was expected to rule that Pcyrard
is a reporter - a ·first step toward
his release.

Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SALUTE
December 2001

l\'tS\J
Grad

Tuesday, Nov. 6
Wednesday, Nov. 7

See the complete
s.:lection of Murray
State University
Class Rings and
receive a FREE cap
& gown with the
purchase of a 14k or
18k Murray State
Ring during the
Senior Salute.

10 A.M.- 6 P.M.
10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Rocking Chair Lounge
C U RRIS CENTER

Diplom a Frame

Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.

~:::::..~fli}llliliii,...,COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your graduating class.
STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for December
Available in packages of25.
graduates with statford loans. Informational booklets and loan summary totals
$6
will be available on that day. A representative wiJl be available until 2:00p.m.
Thank You Notes
each day.
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
requtrements and commencement exercises. A representative will also be
available to discuss the Master's Degree program.

$79.95 - $89.95

Certificate of Appreciation

Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom printed
on the framed certificate.
$15

Persona lized
Announcements
The best way to announce to
all those special
people. Your name, degree
and major will be
printed in the actual text of
your announcement,
along with the time and location of the graduation
ceremony. Available in packages of20.

$30

Say thank you with these
elegant note cards. featuring
custom school seal.
Packages of I0.

CAREER SERVICES: Come establish or update your placement file with a
Career Services Office representative. Information about resume preparation,
interviewing, and job search techniques will be available. Students may sign
up tor on-campus interviews, pick-up job bulletins and information about the
Career Fairs.

$7.50

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, the Young Alumni
Association and why it is important to stay in touch with Murray State.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing
Representative to select the perfect diploma frame.

-#..~-~~?~

University Store

Ca p, Gown & Tassel E nsembles
Bachelor's $19.95
Master 's $23.95
Accessories
Bachelor's
Residential College Stoles $13.25
Honor Cords $8

Master's
Hoods $54.95
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Employees deserve benefits
Our View
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FACULTY AND
STAFF WILL

K
How do you rate the
amount of coverage on
the war on Afghanistan?

RECEIVE NEW
HEALTH
INSURANCE
BENEFITS FOR

2002.
POSITION:

IN LIGHT OF THE
OTHER UNIVERSITY
BUDGET CUTS, IT'S
GOOD HEALTHCARE INSURANCE

"Too much.
Every time I
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TV I see
something
about it."

FUNDING FOR
FACULTY AND STAFf
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"It is just .
enough to
keep us up
to date."
CHESTEit SAAV£1t
sefll()(,

"They tell us
too much
because we
don't need to
know all that
information."

Loci$...,.

K!LLY HAIIO
sop11omote.

Paducah

"It's
adequate to
keep us
updated on
what's going
on."

HONIU GADSON

senior. Birmmgham. Ala

"Too much
because it
interrupts all
my TV
shows."
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SCHEDULING
PROBLEMS HAVE
OCCURRED
BECAUSE OF
FEWER
CLASSES OFFERED
THIS SEMESTER.
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for the students of faculty
and staff as well as the faculty and ~taff themselves.
The
dependent
age
increase also encourages
students of facu lty and staff
to go to college because
only full-time students
receive the extra year of living off their parent's healthcare package.

Good health-care benetits
ensure the facu lty and staff
can live off a somewhat
inadequate salary and can
provide for their family's
health as welL
It's easy to overlook the
importance of health-care
insurance until something
goes seriously wrong, and
the healthier and happier

the faculty and staff stay,
the healthier and happier
environment they can create
for the University.
lt hurts to see the overall
budget decrease for next
year, but if one area should
see an actual increase, it
should rightly be the area of
health care for faculty and
staff.

Course cuts make no sense
Our View

sophomore, Redstone

With all the decreases in
next year's budget, it's good
to know the University has
focused efforts on increasing the funds for on«:: vital
area.
While next year's students
may suffer from increased
tuition payments, Murray
State's faculty and staff still
deserve
the
$325,000
health-insurance
budget
increase for 2002.
Enacting additional health
benefits is a small step in
compensating professors
and staff members for their
contributions to the students
and the Uniwrsity.
Furthermore, the additional health-care benefits, such
as a routine vision and hearing exam, will help retain
current faculty and staff.
The benefits will also keep
Murray State attractive in
the eyes of potential
employees.
Increasing
health-care
premiums and annual limits
for preventative care is
appropriate because of
inflation and the current
cost of medical attention.
lt's also nice to see that
basic needs for human well ness, such as routine physicals and certain screenings
such as mammograms and
ambulance services, will be
covered 100 percent with
the new health-care budget
increases.
The new benefits also
ease the burden on faculty
and staff with children in
college by raising the maximum age of dependents
from 23 to 24. This addition
to the health-care-insurance
package shows sympathy

FEWER, CLASSES

Every semester, students must go
through the biannual saga of choosing
classes for the next term.
But for Spring 2002. the process is
even more difficult.
ln various academic fields, fewer
classes are bt!ing offered, making the
headache associat~d with scheduling
classes with non-conflicting tim~:s ev~n
more painful.
University officials need to offer an
explanation as to why, with more students than ever enrolled at Murray
State, the number of available classes
has decreased.
For instance, last semestt:r, Murray
State offered four section~ of Introduction to Chemistry, each with a set of
three laboratory times. This semester,
only one section of this class is being
offered, with one set of three laboratory

dents, respectively. For Spring 2002,
times.
The number of Introduction to this dass is only being offered once.
What sense is there in decreasing the
Astronomy lectures has decreased from
three to two, and only four lab times are options for taking a class that obviousoffered now. when last semester, stu- ly needed an additional section'!
Appreciation of Literature was also
dents could choose between six lab
cut from two courses to one, when last
times.
The University hasn't just decreased semester, both courses were nearly
sdence classes. Introduction to Draw- fi lled to maximum capacity.
If University officials want students
ing has been cut from three classes last
semester to two this semester. Three to get the most out of their education, it
Art Appreciation classes are offered for needs to make sure the faculty is offerSpring 2002, when four were available ing a sufficient amount of courses.
during the Fall 2001 term.
Meanwhile, students deserve an
Perhaps these classes were not reach· explanation for the decrease in course
ing capacity, but in the case of certain options. Students are paying too much
journalism and English classes, courses money to not have flexibility in the
courses they wish to take.
decreased despite an obvious demand.
This University's enrollment is growTwo Mass Media Effect~ classes were
offered last semester, each overflowing ing: therefore, its variety and availabilthe 40 student limit with 43 and 41 stu- ity of classes should, too.
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• Your Opinion
Teddy bear drive needs direction;
questions remain unanswered
To the Editor:
Shortly after the terrorist attack on the
Twin Towt:rs in New York City, Shannon
Robertson -;tatted a "teddy bear drive" for
the campus and tht! community to donate
bears to children or the victims. Now, more
than six week-. later. the drive has sw.piciously halll!d, and Robertson cannot be
contacted.
At th.: initial "clock-in." Roben~un told
MuiT'd) State she staned thi' drive and
informed everyone of the drop-off place:;
around campus. She also told e\·eryone she
checked with Federal Express and UPS to
se.: if they would trampott the bears free ol

charg~

and was waiting for their replies.
About I 0 day:-. late e. Rubert~on still had
not ~aid if Fed Ex or UPS would transport
the bear.;, so on Sept. 26, 1 a~kcd Roberuon
who was going to transport the bears to New
York. She told me, "Wal·mart and Pa.-.chal
Truck Lmes (PTL) want the job." After she
told me the deadline for dropping off bear:-.
was Friday. Sept 2g, I told her :-.he needed
to inform the public of this by putling the
infommtion in ..The Murray State News"
und in the "Murray Ledger and Times."
I also ru-led her when the bears would be
picked up and ~he said she planned to box
the bears 'lhat weekend and send them out
on Monday or Tuesday of the following
week.
Since Robertson' s first publicity about
the drive, I've read every issue of the

"Ledger und Times" and "The News," and I
have not seen any additional infonnation
from her in any issue. Although her e-mntl
was printed in the "Ledger" for those needing information about the drive, she has not
responded to any of my inquiries.
Robertson has left us wondering what ha!'>
happened to this drive. The following are
questions she needs to answer:
I. Why was she still collecting bears on Oct.
9 if the deadline was Sept. 28?
2. Word is that Wal-mart and PTL are not
transporting the bears and a difler~nt corn·
pany ha~ taken over the job. Who is it'!
3. What company or organization in New
York City offered to receive the bears and
distribute them to the children?
4. When is the transporting company going
to pick up the bears from Murr.1y State and

when will the bears arrive m New York'?
The public has a right to be kept informed
from the beginmng to the end of thb "teddy
bear drive." We are waiting for answers.
Cindy Blinston
Murray Stare employee

Write to us
"The Murray State News·· welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer 1111d must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, clas.siftcation, title or relatiqnship to lhe University.
"The Murray State News" reserves the right
to edit for style, length and content.
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Everyone needs a liHie 'N'Awl ins'
In My
Opinion

Forgive me, Father, for I have sinned.
I'm guilty of spending way too much money.
spending time with some of the most fun people
I know and living life to the fullest in one of the
• best party cities in the United States.
..A,
Nine members of "The Murray
State News" staff rushed to finish the
newspaper last week so we could
head to
New

0

ERIN
RICHARDS

" • • • IT MAKES
ME THINK
EVERYONE
NEEDS A DOSE
OF BOURBON
STREET RIGHT
NOW.' '

:

Orleans on Wednesday for the National College
Media Convention. Thousands of college journalists from around the country convened at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel to share views. learn new
techniques and hear from professionals in the
business.
But despite the information I absorbed from the
actual convention (and yes, I'm proud to say I
actually dragged myself out of bed in the mornings to attend several sessions), r learned more
about life, myself and my friends from bumming
around the actual city and bonding with the other
staff members. Will that help me
write a better commentary? Maybe
or ma}:be not, but it sure gave me a
college · experience I' ll remember
forever.
The thing I found most remarkable about New Orleans is it's
like visiting another universe surprisingly close to the Midwest.
The old architecture in the
French Quarter prompted tlashbacks from "Interview with a
Vampire," and I half expected to see
men in top hats and women in long

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : gowns and petticoats emerging
from the hidden courtyards down

onto the dimly-lit streets. The town provides a rorist attacks. anthrax, war, the national deficit or
Jiving history lesson for those who have never our country's safety. A few Hurricanes and some
seen 18th Century city dwellings and plantation Zydeco music washed away my anxiety and
reminded me of the importance of celebration.
homes.
A New Orleans tourist feels the European gaiety and interacting with other fun-seelling
influence of the open-air markets and outdoor humans.
cafes. Live music wafts from around every corWe forgot all our worries on Bourbon Street.
ner. and vendors perform their trade for the and strangely enough. the wild city was increditourists and display their artwork and jewelry on . bly accepting of all types of people. It didn' t matthe sidewalks. Dancers and musicians make a liv- ter if the person was black. white. purple. silver,
ing on the streets. and while it may not be the polka-dotted or mostly naked - we talked to
them, they talked to us. and everyone enjoyed
ideal life, it certainly adds to the city's charm.
And then there was Bourbon Street, where themselves. It made me think if everyone just
every night (and morning) was spent conversing concentrated on loosening up a little and enjoying
with tourists, locals. strippers, transvestites, themselves, society in general would run a lot
homosexuals, drunks, druggies. dancers, singers, more smoothly.
l' m sure the fantastical aura and pervasive
homeless people and just about every other type
of eclectic personality. And the most amazing sense of happiness eventually wears off for those
thing was that everyone got along. I'm sure bar who permanently live in the city, but for visitors.
brawls are fairly frequent. but I never saw one. it's a charming and deliciously sinful escape from
All I saw were people solely concerned with per- reality. Deep down l know my utopian society on
Bourbon Street would never really tly in the real
sonal pleasure and having a good time.
Is that sinful? Possibly .. . but when I look at world, bur I do think everyone could regain some
all the interpersonal conflicts throughout Ameri- faith in human camaraderie with a short trip down
ca and the rest of the world, it makes me think to The Big Easy.
everyone needs a dose of Bourbon Street right
now. Not once during our four nightly escapades Erin Richards is rhe opinion editor for "The Murin the heart of New Orleans did I think about ter- ray Stale News."

Nintendo, Microsoft, Dissenting readers should
Sony in competition respond, but with respect
for best video games
In My
Opinion

In My
Opinion

JASON
BILUNGSLEY
"ONE THING
IS FOR SURE:
W HEN SO
MANY
COMPANIES ARE
COMPETING
FOR VIDEOGAME
CON SUMER
DOLLARS, THE
GAMERS W IN."

The "Console Wars," the ever-lasting battle between different generalions of video-game consoles, is heating up between defending champ
Sony and its PlayStalion 2 and contenders Xbox from Microsoft and
Oamecube from Nintendo.
The competition between the!ie sys·
rems will be close, and I think no one
person can tell every single customer
what is the best system to buy. The
real question is what company· s busi·
ness plan will make enough money to
keep its systems going with new soft·
ware over the next few years.
I think the defending champ and
Xbox have what at takes to la">t. but
Nintendo's Oamecube will suffer the
fate of being the No. 3 selling console
in the market, which usually equals
death.

PlayStation 2:
The defending champion
PS2 has a huge head start on its
competitors. It bas resolved all its
supply issues from the October 2000
launch and has a huge library of software to chose from. Sony should be
able to stretch that lead this holiday
season, as the number of PS2s sold in
the world will be nearly 30 million
mark by next year. Despite the difficulty in programming games for the
PS2. the number M consoles in homes
across the world give Sony the
strongest chance of survival in the
market.
The PS2 does have its drawbacks,
however. For instance. it does not
have four built-in controller ports like
its competitors, forcing those who
want to play with more than two players to buy a $25-$35 multitap.
Regardles!> of what Sony's research
said about how rnany people play
games at once, four built-in controller
ports should be mandatory by now.
The lack of a hard drive and Internet connection is another major hurdle facing Sony, but there are plans to
correct that. If Sony can package its
hard drive. which is four times bigger
than the Xbox 's built-in hard drive,
and network adapter correclly next
spring. the major advantage of the
Xbox over the PS2 will be wrped ouL
Also, Sony's add-on will support both
56K and broadband connections.
while the Xbox only supports broadband.

Microsoft, Nintendo:
The contenders
Microsoft. the newcomer in the
console business. looks to be the No.
I contender for the video-game title.
With the massave budget and name
recognition of Microsoft and the
developer support and hardware of its
machine. there's no reason the Xbox
should finish below second in the new
generation of consoles.
The Xbox has numerous cool features and add-ons. such as the ability
to rip a CD to its hard drive and then
use that music in a game instead of the
game's music. Its headset device also
has the ability 10 be a cool peripheral,
and not needing a memory card unless
you're taking rosters to someone

else's Xbox is also vecy cool.
One thing that puzzles me is where
Microsoft's advertising money is
going. Last year. Microsoft promised
to spend hundreds of millions of dollars in an advertising blitz for the new
system. but that blitz has yet to
appear.
Besides the Taco Bell ad campaign.
sponsorship of the November World
Wrestling Federation pay-per-view
''Survivor Series" and some ads in
video-game magazines. the Xbox hru.
not really been seen in the advertising
world. I have seen more Gamecube
ads than Xbox ads.
Either Microsoft is supremely confident of its chances or it is too occupied with the release of the Windows
XP operating system to concentrate
on iL'> game console.
Nintendo hal\ really disappointed
me, and l think they may be joining
Sega as fom1er giants of the industry
now in the console graveyard. forced
to sell games to the highest bidder to
stay in business. Almost as stupid as
Sony's two controller ports is Nintendo's decision to use the rare 3-inch
disc format. In this new era of technology, Microsoft and Sony made the
right decision to have their machines
support music COs and DVDs as well
as their games.
Despite Nintendo grabbing the
Resident Evil franchise. they are still
going to be a system mainly just for
kids. Case in point: the new Zelda
game currently in development. Nintendo took what looked to be one of
the most realisuc looking games ever,
did a complete 180 and turned it into
a Dragon':;. Lair cartoon. That may
have been cool in the 1980s, but this
is the 21st century, ltnd realism is the
name of the game.
Nintendo has also not learned its
lesson from the 30 Castlevania games
on the Ninrendo 64: The new Metroid
game is being developed as a firstperson shooter by a new developer.
That spells trouble.
And what is up with both systems'
controller.;? Microsoft's controllers
are the size of a house cat. and Nintendo' s look to be an odd hybrid of
the N64 and Sega Dreamcast controllers. It looks like Sony still has the
best controller of any system, a near
copy of the old Super Nintendo controllers.

JosH
GIBSON

"I

SAW VERY

UTILE RESPECT
GIVEN TO
BROOKS IN THE
RESPONSES
THAT
FOLLOWED HIS
COMMENTARY.''

Well friends, here we are. another week has
passed. What does this mean, you ask? lt's one
more week closer to finals. true. but it's also time
for another edition of "The MuiT'ay State News.··
It may not be classical literature, but I enjoy
perusing its pages and darkening my fingers with
its ink. Everyone who reads newspapers has a
favorite section. the one turned to before even
reading the headlines. For some, it's the sports.
For others, it's the comics. For me, it's lhe opinion
section.
I see the opinion section as L~e main outlet for
creativity and perception in journalistic writing.
Those souls who write for this portion of the paper
don't merely report on what has happened, but
share their personal thoughts and feelings with
whoever is capable of reading basic English. This
openness is not always well received, however,
hence this collection of my personal thoughts and
feelings.
•
Some of my favorite reads in "The News'' are
the commentaries written by Ryan Brooks. l don't
always agree with what he has to say. but I think
he delivers his perspective in an uncompromising.
unapologetic manner. and that is something I
greatly respect.
A couple of weeks ago, Brooks wrote a commentary concerning the connection between crime
in Murray and the decision the city made to go
''damp." Personally, I do not agree with what war,
said in this particular setection. I also hold that
some of the statements made by Brooks in his article were extreme, almost to the point of being radical. However, that is all that they were - statements. Statements made in an opinion column,
and presented as such. These personal views were
not presented as fact. but rather as the thoughL'> of
one man on an admittedly touchy subject.
Not all readers seemed to understand this simple
fact, however. One patron described the column a'i
"inherently naive." Another laughed and dismissed the article as "unprofessional," while still
another termed Brooks' opinion "propaganda."
However, before we start the crucifixion. t say
ye without sin cast the first stone. Who are these
three to attempt to completely discredit another
person's personal beliefs? Brooks writes his
thoughts and convactions down; if you don't
agree, good. lf you do agree. good. He did not
attempt to force these view~ down anyone's
throat; he just said what he thought. Anyone who

disagrees with him strongly enough to write 11
response should be bright enough themselves to
present a dissenting opinion wtthout berating
Brooks' professionalism or intelligence.
In light of recent events, we have heard the
word ''tolerance" more often than usual, Tolerance
is an attitude, and not somethmg that is relative.
We cannot simply tolerate only those peopk and
opinions that we like~ that is commonly known as
discrimination.
We are all entitled to our opinions. lfl choose to
believe the sky is a shade of purple, and then I proceed to write a column about it, that's my right
under the First Amendment of the Constitution of
the United States. Similarly, you have the right to
disagree with me in a piece of your own My point
is simple: we can disagree, but we must respect
each other. I saw very little respect given to .
Brooks in the responses that followed his commentary.
As a journalist. Brooks did his job well . He
wrote a piece that quite obviously stirred people
up and made them think. That's what the opinion
section is for, anyway. I saw good poants in
Brooks' commentary and in all three responses to
it
Nevertheless, some out there did not agree with
anyone. What course of action ~hould these people
take? Should they write a biting rebuttal, denouncing all of these previous authors as idiots and
declaring their way as the only way? Or, would
their opinjons be better served by respectfully disagreeing and presenting the validity of their argument based on its own merit?
The correct choice is fairly obvious (it's the second one, by the way). Brooks, r don't always
agree with you. but keep those commentaries
coming. ll's not easy to !\tnnd for what you believe
in. especially when you feel you arc standing
alone.
Those of you who disagreed with Brooks. leep
those replies coming. The fact that you disagree is
part of what defines you as an individual, and the
differences between us all are what make th1s
country great. We all have something to say. but
the key to harmony between people of all opmions
lies m the ability to listen.
Josh Gibson is a junior history major from Murray.

Highly Opinionated?

Conclusion
I thmk the PS2 and Xbox are the
best investments for a video-game
console. but consumers need to
choose for themselves I suggest
using the December issue of ·'Electronic Gaming Monthly'' to analyze
the Xbox and Oamecube and comparing your lindings to the PS2's performance in order to make a decision.
One thing is for sure: When so
many companies are competing for
video-game-consumer dollars. the
garners win. Quality of games will
have to be high to sell the systems. It
is a great time to be a video-game
consumer.
Jason Billingsley is 1he news editor
for ·'The Murray State News."

We'll take anybody.

Really.
Think you know EVERYTHING'? The Murray State News Opinion sectiOn needs opinions!
Call 762-4468 or drop by our office: Wilson Hall, r<>om Ill .
Spin Zones optional. Really.
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Arrest follows Murray State officials
attempted fire add security cameras
at Saturdays
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFF W RITER

STAFF REPORT

Security cameras were installed in
the Curris Center on Oct. 1 to record
students using the computers in the
Coffee Online lounge.
Curris Center Director Jim Saurer
said the camera'i were installed to prevent bomb threats like those received
this past spring and summer.
Campus was closed four days last
semester when threatening e-mails
were sent to the University from a
computer at Coffee Online. Saurer
said the Cunis Center was closed in
early August because of a bomb threat
sent from a computer in the lounge.
"Both bomb threats on campus have
originated from the Curris Center
because the computers are very accessible and available for so many hours,"
Saurer said. "So we feel this is needed."
Saurer said the University is not
planning to take any further precautions to protect against bomb threats.
"Short of having someone look over

Danny L. Dabbs, 29, of Hazel, was arrested
Monday night on charges of terroristic threatening
and alcohol intoxication.
The arrest stems from an incident at Saturdays
on 15th Street on Monday night. Detective Captain
Eddie Rollins of the Murray Police Department
said Dabbs was found to be sening fire to a pile of
leaves at the back door of Saturdays and was then
chased from the restaurant to Sparks Hall.
When found underneath the concrete steps at
Sparks Hall, Dabbs was identified as the man who
was chased from Saturdays. Rollins said.
The arrest report said Dabbs wa<> apparently
under the influence of alcohol. incoherent and disonented. According to the report, Dabbs said he
would kiU the arresting officer and deputy jailers
when he got out.
He also said he would kill 600 people in Murray
and would ''blow everyone away" with a machine
gun, according to the arrest report.
Terroristic threatening is a cla.~s A misdemeanor,
with a maximum penalty of 12 months in jail or a
$500 fine.

your shoulder. all we can do is narrow
it down to a particular terminal, then
look at the video ro see wio was at that
terminal." Saurer said.
Saurer said students using the
computers at the Curris Center are
not being watched.
" It's not a monitoring system, so
no one is watching. and we're not
using any man hours." Saurer said.
"It's being digitally recorded. so if
there is a problem we can go back
and look at it"
Molly Varner. senior from
Louisville, said she did not mind the
new security cameras.
''If the s.;hool feels the need to U!>e
security cameras. they should,"
Varner said. "It can't hurt."
Saurer said he did not expect any
more bomb threats to be sem from
the Curris Center.
"We've posted signs saying there
are surveillance cameras in those
areas, so hopefully that will serve ~s
a deterrent," Saurer said. 'Then if
anyone is stupid enough to try something, we' ll have them on video."

SPEND:
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Resting in peace: Harvey Elder. part-time mathematics professor, lies in
a casket before being carried to his MAT 140 class on Wednesday afternoon to surprise his students for Halloween. Elder, who owns a hearse, was carried by several of
his students to the class in Faculty Hall on the fourth floor. Elder said he has done
the prank before, and wanted to do it one more time before he fully retired.
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CPE study of alumni gives high rankings to University
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

In a recent Council on Postsecondary
Education alumni survey of Kentucky public universities. Murray State ranked either
first or second in 17 of the 23 categories.
The survey was given to bachelor's
degree graduates from the last two to four
years.
Vice President of Student Affairs Don
Robertson said he was not surpri o;ed by the
high ratings. He cited faculty, staff and
resources as reasons for the University's
high rankings.
"I've always felt one of the strengths of
this institution is the faculty and the handson and willingness to work with students,"
Robertson said.
The CPE surveyed sample sizes of 250
alumni. Percentages in the survey reflected
graduates who were either "completely satisfied" or "somewhat satbfied ."
Most notably, 91 percent of Murray State

students surveyed were satisfied with
instruction provided in their majors.
"I think that it certainly speaks very highly to the hard work and dedication of the
faculty and staff at the University," Provost
Gary Brockway said.
Murray State also received the highest
ratings in the state in 12 other categories.
Brockway said he was most pleased on the
high ran kings given to technology.
"I was certainly pleased with the response
of the alumni on the availability of computers and technology.'' Brockway said. "The
University hao; invested a lot of funds into
networking on campus and in residential
colleges."
Although the majority of responses to the
survey were favorable, in the area of
Library and Research Services, Murray
State rated fifth out of nine public universities in the slate, with a 74 percent satisfaction rating.
Brockway .said since the survey has been
done. many changes have already occurred

in the IJbraries.
"We spent quite a bit of money on software and hardware to link to the Kentucky
Virtual Library," Brockway said. '"That
provides students with access to a lot of
databases and information that we wouldn't have available otherwise. In addition to
their fixed computer stations, they've
added about 30 wireless laptops.''
Robenson said students have commented'on the library being an area of concern.
"(The survey) has shown that this is an
area we need to put more resources in,"
Robertson said. ''The library is very important; it's the heart of the institution.''
Brockway said the surveys provide
information on where improvements are
needed.
"We rank highest in Academic Advising
(75 percent satisfaction rating)," Brockway said. "And yet, we can see that there's
still room for improvement. There's still
work to do, because there are still 25 percent of students who still believe we could
do a better job with academic advising.··

Education students study
recycling practices in Austria
BY A DAM M ATHIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Joe Bnust, Center for Environmental
Education director, is making an effon
to raise recycling rates in Western Kentucky and beyond.
This semester, Baust is teaching EDU
660. a class designed for grade, middle
and high school teacher!. that focuses on
more efficient and environmentallyfriendly wao,;te di!>posal. The aim of the
class is to educate teachers so they can.
in tum, instill environmental values in
their students.
''The only way we can make a difference in the way people use things is to
educate them.'' Baust said.
Baust said each American. on average.
produces 4.4 pounds of waste each day.
He gave figures from www.solcornhouse.com that show cities recycle very
little.
For example. Philadelphia maintains a
7 percent recycling rate, Houston 10 percent and New York 19 percent. In addition, Americans annually dispose of
enough paper to buiJd a 12-foot-high
wall from New York City to Los Ange-

les.
The EDU 660 cla)s was the brainchild
of Baust, who worked with the Kentucky
Institute for International Studies to
make it possible.
An extension of the class is a KIJS
program that takes students to countries
that are more environmentally conservative. Fourteen students went on tbe first
trip to Bregenz, Austria, in summer of
2000, and 21 students went on the 200 I
trip.
Thirty students are scheduled for the
trip next summer.
"My awarl!ness a!l> to how to recycle
and reuse trash whether it was to make
pellets to burn as industrial fuel or to
make ferti lizer was greatly enhanced,"
said Patty Hart, an EDU 660 student, in
a paper written on what she learned in
Ausrria.
Baust told several stories of how people in Europe conserve waste. For example, one school in Austria is designed
with solar power and lights that adjust to
the external light. for an even lighting of
the room.
The school's officials claim it runs on
a quarter of the energy required to power

a normal school.
In addition, some Austrian grocery
stores do not provide bags. but sell them
with the expectation that customers will
bring their own.
Even some old landfills are being
looked at to see what recyclable goods
are available to now be recycled.
"Another thing interesting ... they are
now mining their old landfills ...
because it's a treasure to them," Baust
said.
The experience of going to Austria
had a great impact on some participants.
"I witnessed the impact of choices:
individual, community and global.'' said
Tammie Sanders, an EDU 660 student.
in a University News Bureau press
release. "I saw the results of a cultural
mind-set: the power of people thinking
collectively. the 'village' approach in
action."
"How the country of Austria motivated its citizens to participate in recycling
made me ponder why we in the United
States can't do the same," Hart said.
Although the class and program is
geared toward teachers, it is also open to
undergraduate and graduate students.
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Housing changes guest policy
BY TAYLOR EWING
STAFF WRITER

Students living in residential
colleges are adjusting to a new
guest sign-in policy that
requires residents to leave
their identification when signing in a guest.
The new policy. which took
effect Oct. 8, also requires
desk workers, rather than residents or guests. to fill out the
visitation log.
David Wilson, interim director of Housing and Residence
Life, cited several reasons for
the policy change. such as
ensuring guests are escorted at
all times and ensuring the visitation log is filled out correctly.
"What we have been finding
over the past few years is that
students will give us the wrong
name or a different room number," Wilson said.
He said this has caused
prOtilems in the past when students' families could not get in
touch with them in the case of
an emergency.

~----~------------,
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"Tbe visitation log has a
purpose. even though people
think it's just an annoyance,"
Wilson said. ''In case of an
emergency. we want to know
who's in the building."
Wilson said the new policy
also helps to hold guests
accountable for their actions
when they are in the residential colleges.
"Public Safety uses the logs,
for instance, in case we have
vandalism on a floor. and
they're saying it wao; a gue~t."
Wilson said. "If we go back
and see where that person
signed in. that does help us if
we have to hold that person
accountable for the damage."
Becky Fatheree. a resident
adviser for Springer-Franklin
College. said. for the most part.
students are not bothered by
the policy change.
"At first it was kind of a
shock because residents had to
go and get their J.D.," Fatheree
said. "But now some residents
are happy about it because
they just have to give us their
room and phone number and

throw their J.D. at us."
Many Regents College residents have had u favorable
reaction to the new procedures
or are glad measures are being
taken to promote safety.
"I find it inconvenient, but
I'm glad Murray State is taking the proper safety measures
to ensure our safety," said
Scott Krueger, freshman from
Murray.
Eric Walker. junior from
Carmi. Ill., was also in favor
of the policy.
"l respect Housing's decision because it promotes safety, especially for the women,"
Walker said.
Elisia Murray, senior from
Pembroke, said she agrees
desk workers should record
guests names, hut residents
should not have to pick up
their guest and leave their 1.0.
"I think it's pointless
because they have security
cameras in the dorms," Murray
said. "'As long ao; the guests
sign in, and there are video
cameras taping them, they
know who's in the building.''
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This Week
•friday
' •Sc:bedulingLast
day to change a fullsemester course from
credit to audit.
Last day to drop any
full-semester course
with a grade of "W."
•Cinem a Internationa l- "Orfeu," 7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.
•Orchestra- Jimmy
Dorsey
Orchestra.
7:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
Free
admission with valid

• sabtrday
•Exam- GED, 7:45
a.m., Ordway Hall
lobby.
•Cinema International- ''Orfeu," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

• sunday
- •Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.•
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•RecitalSenior
Recital, 2 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall. Free
i ,admission.

.,!"

• monday
•C hor al FestivalQuad State Senior
Choral Festival, all
day, Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.
•SGA- Srudent Government Association
Judicial Board meeting, 11:30 a.m., Curris Center Cumberland Room.
•Car eer
Forum: College of Humanities and Fine Arts
Career Forum, 1-3
p.m., Cu.rris Center
' ' Ballroom.
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

Scott Gibson

762-4480

CollegeLife
.

•Exam- GED. 7:45
a.m. to 4:30 p.m .•
• Ordway Hall lobby.
•Fa culty
SenateFaculty Senate meeting, 3:30 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.

• wednesday
• •Exam- GED, 7:45
' a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
~ Ordway Hall lobby.
~ •M usical"Okla: homa!," 7 p.m.,
: Robert E. Johnson
: Theatre. Free admis"'•f' sion.
•In ter n a t io n a l
Bazaar- 9 a.m. to
2 p.m., Curris Center
ballroom.

c
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8 Y JASON BILUNGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Three companies will vie for the entertainment dollar of video-game players across the
country this holiday season. but which system
is the best investment?
Nintendo's Gamecu be and Microsoft's Xbox
will try to take the video-game-console crown
from Sony's PlayStation 2 this holiday season.
The Xbox will be available beginning Nov. 15.
T he Gamecube will be released Nov. 18.
Many retailers across the country have
learned from the mistakes Sony made with the
PS2 launch in October 2000 and cut off preorders earlier in the year to make sure units are
available in stores for the holidays, said Derek
Jones, manager of Babbage' s in the Kentucky
Oaks Mall in Paducah. Last year, with the
demand for the PS2 so high and supply so low.
units sold in c lassified ads and on Internet auction sites like E-Bay for hundreds of dollars
more than the retail price.
Jones said Babbage's stopped taking preorders for the systems in March and focused on
having units available on the store shelves both
at launch and during the entire holiday season
on a first-come. first-served basis.
Jones also said he was impressed with the
q uality of the games' graphics on the new systems.
"I've been in the business for four years, and
it takes a lot to impress me. and these games
have done it, especially (the games) for the
Xbox ," Jones said.
Businesses that rent video-game systems in
Murray are taking a variety of
approaches to the release of ~~';;~·
the new systems. Tony
Allen, manager of Video
Gold, is stocking game<; for
both new systems at
launch. Allen said it is a risk to
stock aU three consoles, considering
console market never has been able to
support three consoles simultaneously
without at least one of the consoles
dropping o ut.
"It's going to be a fight between
three major companies,''
Allen said. "It's always
been p roven only two systems have been able to
survive in the market at
one time. I see Sony
ahead of the others as
the one to catch with
it's one-year headstart,
but the other two companies,
especially

Microsoft. have deep pock~ts to fight with."
Christopher Vaught, Movie World manager.
and Chris Jackson, Movie Center manager, are
both taking a wait-and-see approach with the
Xbox and Gamecube to determine which console will have stronger market share after
Christmao; before they invest in either console.
"Right now I'm focusing my energies on
PS2 this year because they have a bigger cata·
log of games, and I hope Sony crushes everyone else," Vaught said. "Should I get a big
enough demand, I' II make a decision as
whether to add another system. Three consoles
have never survived at once, and I don •t see
three systems succeeding now because that
would be too much saturation of the market."
Nationwide, retailers have voted the PS2 as
this holiday season's winner. According to
the "PiayDate 2001 Report," a survey
of 25 major United States retail
chains. the PS2
is expected
to be the
top-selling
console
this Christmas, having
the anticipated No.
I selling game
("Metal Gear Solid
2") and three other
games ("Gran Turismo 3
A-Spec,"
"WWF
Smackdown: Just Bring
It" and "Madden NFL

Phoro illustration by

Photos used with
permission: IGN.com

Outreach program offers
glimpse of heaven, hell
BY MICHAEL DRIVER
T he Murray First Assembly of God gave a
glimpse of the afterlife this week.
The church hosted the Christian outreach program "Heaven's Gates and Hell's Flames" Oct.
29-31.
It was the church's seventh time to host the
drama, said Murray First Assembly of God Pastor Art Heinz.
" Heaven's Gates and Hell's Flames" began
23 years ago in Ontario. Canada, at St. Catherine's Church. The drama came about when the
minister of the assembly, Rudy Krulik, saw a
drama produced by Bruce Thumb, who now
works with "Heaven's Gates and Hell's
Flames." Members of St. Catherine's created
their own drama, and it has since seen enormous growth, both in North America and
abroad.
The drama is run in several regions of the
world outside of this continent including Russia, Ukraine. India, most of Europe. Africa,
Mexico, the Cayman Islands and Australia.
" In the last eight or nine years it has really
mushroomed," said 'Rick Cook, one of almost
50 program directors worldwide.
The program is made up of an opening scene
and nine vignettes that show people in their
lives, and then after death, approaching Heaven
to inquire about their fate. The characters then
face judgment in light of how tbey lived.
"It's about everyday life and situations,"
Cook said.

The production requires between 35 and 50
people, according to the drama's Web site, and
involves more than 20 speaking parts. Volun·
teers from the host church portray the charac·
ters.
The acting is supplemented by sound and
lighting equipment.
Cook said around 10,000 people in Calloway
County alone have seen the production; shows
at the Murray First Assembly of God usually
draw around 350-375 audience members. while
a previous showing on the Murray State campus
was attended by around 900.
The program's goal is to reach everyone who
is watching it. whether they are Christian or
not, Heinz said. He said that it changes lives
and helps Christians get involvc:d by sharing
their faith with the community.
"It's just a tremendous outreach tool." Heinz
said.
As for the program itself. ''Heaven's Gates
and Hell's Flames" will not be stagnant. It is
updated every year to stay with current trends,
and sometimes whole scenes are added or
removed.
The teams do not stay still, either. Cook's
team and others are on the road for I 0 months
out of the year with only a one-month break for
every five months producing the drama.
Cook plans to be sent overseas next year,
although he is not sure where yet. Other team!-;
w11l alo;o spend time m other coun1ries to try
and reach more people m different cultures,
Cook said.
Said Cook: "I'll be excited to go wherever."
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2002") in the top 10.
strong (Ontender to survive in the console marThe other top-six-selling games are divided ket.
between the portable Game Boy Advance and
"The Gamecube is alsn very powerful and
Gamecube, with "Luigi's Mansion" and has the Nintendo brand name with a lot of
"Super Smash Brothers Melee" the only Game- exclusive properties like Mario, Zelda and
cube game!> listed. None of the 30 Xbox games Pokemon. but (Nintendo) is perceived primariexpected for rekase this year made the list.
· ly for kids and doesn't play DVDs. but is
Jones said each of the consoles has distinct cheaper." Jones said.
advantages and disadvantages.
Jones said he felt while PS2 would probably
"The Xbox is the most powerful machine be the bigger seller this holiday season. the
through its sheer hardware power and has Xbox was in position to be the survivor in the
broadband capabtlity and a hard drive ready long term.
out of the box," Jones said. 'They are the new"Everybody (in the industry) expects the
comer to the market. but that doesn't mean a Xbox to take over because of the hardware,"
whole lot, as Sony was the newcomer when the Jones said. ;,Because of how fast technology
original PlayStation came out."
advances, the Xbo:Jt is the only machine that
Jones said the PS2 has a year has the ability to keep up with its hardware,
out of the gate and graphics and sound. They should succeed
has a strong existing unless they totally screw up the launch and
library of games, but its diffi- burn relationships with customers and developcully to program and dependen- ers. They have lol'i of games coming, and with
cy on peripherals to their hardware. are in the best shape for the
go online and long haul."
have a hard
Allen said Microsoft and Nintendo have a
drive rnay not large hurdle to clear. as the library of available
be ~upported titles to play for the PS2 is .-;o much larger than
by developers the new systems.
unless
con"By November there will be 180 PS2 games
buy in stock, and because it can play PSI games,
you can add another 150 tatles to that for a total
of 350. not to mention ll cun play DVDs and
them. He COs as well," Allen said. "Both companies are
said the talking about shortages because they pushed
Gamecube their releases back, and they're going to :struggle atlirst ju-:t like the PS2 did. With their limited software at launch. it's going
to take a long time for
(Microsoft and Nintendo)
to catch up in !.Oftware. I
don't ~ee a major difference in graphics so far
even though Microsoft has
a processor that's supposed to be three times as
strong."
The
Xbox
and PS2 retail for
just over $299, while the
Gamecube, which
cannot play DVDs
CD:. like the mher
two systems, retails for
just over $199.

Rob Brown/The News
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Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Free admis·ion.
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Murray State Alumnus Paul Lili portrays Jesus in Murray First Assembly of God's ..Heaven's
Gates and ReD's Flames." The drama is an outreach program that offers a glimpse at afterlife.
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Topfive
•music
1. Various Artists - "God
Bless America''
2. Enya -"A Day Without
Rain"
3. Ja Rule - "Pain Is Love"
4. Ozzy Osbourne - " Down
To Earth"
· S. Nickelback - ''Silver Side
Up"
Source:

A~sociatcd

Press

•movies
1. K -PAX
Starring Kevin Spacey and
Jeff Bndges

2. l3 Ghosts

Starring Tony Shalhoub and
Embeth Dav1dtz
3. From Hell
Starring Johnny Depp and
Heather Graham
4. Riding In Cars With Boys
Starring Drew Barrymore
S. 'I'r.lining Day
Starring Denzel Washington
and Ethan Hawke
Source: Associalcd

Pre~s

• books
1. J.K. Rowling - "Han·y Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone"
2. J.K. Rowling- "Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban"
3. Nora Roberts - "Midnight
Bayou''
4. James Patterson - "Roses
Are Red"
5. Tiger Woods - 'Tiger
Woods: How I Play Golf"
Source: Associalcd Press

•web site of the week
www.j umptheshark.com
Thts Web site tracks the
moments wben good television
shows go bad. Visitors can write
in and commc::m on when their
favorite show started sliding
downward. Ted McGinley, o f

"The Love Boal'' and "Married ... W ith Children" fame. is the
site's ··patron saint."
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Foreign films offer culture

Road Trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

BY EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE LifE EDITOR

Althoug h blockbuster movies involving
aliens, ban k robbers and ghosts may currently bt: at tht! top of the movie charts, Murray
State Cinema International provides students
with the chance to see films that may never
see box-office gold. These movies a llow suidents to experience a culture outside of their
uwn.
Cinema lnternational provides stude n ts
the opportunity to see films from o ther countries and cu llures that are not usually seen at
local movie theaters. In the past. Ci nema
Internat ional bas offered su~.:h fi lms as
"Crout·hing Tiger, Hidde n Dragon," " Life Is
Bea utiful" a nd "The Tao o f Steve."
Although film.!. presented at Cinema Inte rnationa l are s hown after their actual relea se
date, for many of the films shown at Cine ma
lnternataonal. this is usually the only rdease
date they will have in Murray.
Ci nema Internationa l is open for stude nts
on Thursdays, Fridays a nd Saturdays d uring
most of the school year. C inema International opens on the same week that c lasst:s at
Murray State begin and usually end s s ho rtly
before lhe semester is over. This will be the
last weekend of the fall semeste r for Cinema
International.
''Everything starts happe ning aro und this
lime of year." Michael Waag. modern languages professor, said . " Our plan is to get in
early and always show a movie o o the fi rst
week of school."
Waag said a lthough the cho ice to end C inema International around this time during
the semester was decided a while ago, the
choice is only panty because o f events on
campus.
"Partially, it is j us t financial," Waag said.
"Piu~ . we a lso wanted to give others a
chance to use the theater .•·
Wuag ~aid Ci ne ma International has many
on-campus sponsor:., 1ncludmg the CurTis
Lentt:r, the Ofl'ace for Student Affair~. the
Cullege ol hoe Arts and Human itie~. the
history, modern languages and E ng lish
departmen ts. honor fraterniti es such as
Alpha M u Gamma and Phi Alpha Beta, the
foreign Language Cluh and the Institute for
International Studies.
For the last showi ng of the semester, C inema International has c hosen the fi lm
'"Ortt:u," what:h was relea~ed last year in
Brazil.
"Orfeu''- is ba~ed on the l 959 fil m "Or fc u
Negro," whkh tells the !oto ry o f the rommu.:e
between Or fcu and Eu rydice. The sto ry i.., set
in modern-day Rio De Janeiro, Brazi l, at the

• around town
Friday
Largo Bar & GrillBig Moody & the Fender
Benders, 9 p.m.

Saturday
Fifteenth & OliveJarred's Winnings, 9 p.m.

•1 hour drive
Clarksville, Tenn.- Spend
an eveninR at the theater

watching 'Spoon River
Anthology" this weekend.
The play will take place at 8
p.m. Fnday through Sunday,
at the Roxy Regional Theatre. Tickets are $5.

• 2 hour drive
Memphis- Head down to the
New Daisy Theatre at 7
tonight and see the band that
brought you "Good," ..King
of New Orleans" and "Normal Town." Better Than Ezra
tickets are on sale for $15.

www.harpo-online.com
~'Orfeu"

will he the last film shown hy Cinema I nternational during the fall semes-

ter. '•Orfeu" tells the story of romance in modern-day Rio De Janeiro, Brazil.
staH ul Carnival. Orfeu is preparing his
.Samba dmu.:c schuultu perform in rhc Carnival pa1 adt: \\ heu his cou!>in Eurydice arri v~s
in town. A.,. soon as Orfeu a nd Eurydice
meet lhey fa ll in love. only to be kept apart
by war, childhood fricntls and drugs.
Starring in ··orfeu" are Brut.ilian actors
such as Toni Garrido, Patr icia Franza, Murilo Benicio and Zeze Motla. "Orfeu' ' j..,
din:cted by thl· up and·co111ing Bratilian
d irec tor Carlos l>it:gues.
"Orfeu" was origina lly recorded in Portuguese; however. English ~u b titles have
bet::n adlkd tur ih relt:asc In the United
States. "Orfeu" is not rated.

Waag o.;aid the tilrn" that Cinema InternatiOnal choose.; to show are dec ided by a committee of students and staff.
''The committee gets LOgether in the spring
and chooses all of the films for the upcomi ng

·• 3 bour drive (or more)

seme.,ter," Waag said.
Although Cinema International j.., p reparing to close for the fall semester. Waag said
th~: ..:om111ittee is already planning for the
~priug :-.eml!~h:r.

''(.)tll>u ' will be shown nt 7:30 p.m . toda)(,
und Suturday in tht: Curri~ Center Thc!ate r.
AJmis.,.ion fot Cint•ma Internatio na l b free
for student!> .

T • • y l • •.-'!!!iii

Chicago- Hop in the
Delorean and go "Back in
Time" to see Huey Lewis
and the News in concert at 9
p.m. Sunday. Huey and his
band will be playing at the
House of Blues. Tickets are
$45.
,I

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
$15- women • $11- men
MSU -10% OFF

MondaY - Free Pool All DaY Lon!!
Wednesday Ni2ht · $1 BEER HaPPY Hour · $I BEER
• ©m ~(J)~ 0 ~ ~l~h Mon.-Sat. 5·1 P.m.

Pizza. BBQ, Pool. Bie Screen TV
Now

Playing:

641 in PurYear. TN
(731J 247-5813

FULL SERVICE HAIR SALON

·• 801 Paramount Dr.

Locat:ed behind
Cracker Barrel
and next: t:o
Dff'ice Depot:.

WALK-INS ONLY!

• 753-0418

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. I 2th St.
641 N.

753-4424

virginia slims · $2.30($.60 off)
Marlboro ·Buy 3 get l ,Free
·
. (C:cmung socanl
~

K~OI''• $.2.15($.1$ off)
.

-~

save $.03 on Each Gallon of Gas
When You show Your

Advertise with The Murray State News. To place an ad call 762-4478.
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Playoff system
would benefit
NCAA football
After last weekend's major upsets in
college football, many funs and experts
are scratching their heads to try to figure
out what is the best way to determine a
national champion in college football.
Here· s a thought, and I am no expert, but
how about a playoff system'! Several will
argue for it, some against it, but if anything repeats itself this week like last,
things will be evl!n more confusing.
Going in to last week, seven teams had
perfect records. After Saturday. three
remained - BYU Cwho is ranked, at the
highest, eighth in either poll). Nebraska
and Miami. Those losing for the first
time included Virginia Tech, UCLA.
Maryland and Washington State.
One of the best games of the week was
No. 3 Nebraska that. with an awesome
reverse trick play, beat then No. 2 Oklahoma 20- 10. Meanwhile on the east
coast, No. I Miami routed unranked West
Virginia
45-3.
Well.
Nebraska
beat Oklahoma so
they move to No. I.
right? Hold on. not
that easy.
One of the
major
problems
with the NCAA
football systl!m now
is the three different
rankings involved
TIM
in determining a
ALSOBROOKS
trip to the national
"S
championship. This
0 SOMEHOW, week' s
USA
SOME WAY
Today/ESPN poll
'
looked like this: at
SONEONE NEEDS the top five. Miami.
TO SIT DOWN Nebraska. Florida,
Oklahoma
and
AND PUT THIS Texas. The AssociTHING INTO A ated Press poll
.. TOURNAMENT swapped ~ Florida
and Oklahoma. No
FORMAT."
big deal, until you
factor in the BCS.
What? l said the
BCS. you know, the
Bowl
Championship Series.
The BCS is calculated by adding the
average of the teams' two poll rankings
plus some computer average that makes
no sen~e. plus schedule rank. plus number of losses. Then a team who beats a
fellow BCS top 15 team getl> bonus points
ranging from 1.5 for beating No. I to .I
for beating the 15th team in the BCS
standings. The bonus is subtracted from
the added score to reveal the final BCS
score. What?
If you are not confused yet. let's take a
look at the BCS standings for the top five.
Nebraska and Oklahoma swapped out the
top spots after Nebraska's win Saturday.
Miami, number one in both polls, is three
in the BCS, Michigan is number four in
the BCS, while not being in the top five
in either poll, and Texas holds the fifth
spot in the BCS standings. What?
With all that out of the way. let's look
at the possibilities. If Oklahoma beats
Nebraska in the Big 12 champion,hip in
December. and it leaves both schools
with one loss. who goes to the Rose
Bowl? lf Nebra~ka and Miami remain the
only two unbeaten school,, und they both
win their bowl games, it's yet another
exciting year when the national championship is shared. What'! I ~aid the national championship is .shared.
I would bet that no team, coach. player or fan would ever really want to share
a national championship. Plus. what
about BYU? Undefeated this far, hut
because of one thing or anothe!r. is not
getting any respect for its record. Many
times during the last five or more years.
teams deserving to get a chance to win
the title never got the chance. Several
years ago Auburn and West Virginia
were undefeated but didn't get their shot.
and even last year, Miami beat Florida
State but FSU played Oklahoma for the
title.
There are 15 teams with only one loss
in the top 25 after last week, and three
undefeated. In a perfect world. No. I and
No. 2 would be undefeated and play for
the championship. But what give~ one
team with one loss the right over another
team with the same record to play for a
national title. which is what will happen
i'f Oklahoma manages to hand Nebra-;ka
some revenge in Dccl!mber.
• So some how. some way. someone
needs to sit down and put this thing into a
tournament fonnal. I am not saying it's
easy. but it's the! only true way to determine a championship. Football is harder
for athletes to play more than once n
week like in a ba~ketball or baseball tournament. But I am sure those athletes
would be willing to somehow push them~elves harder, just to get the equal chance
to vie for the title.

Sports Talk

McG1u
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Dabbert provides consistent contribution
BY CHRIS JUNG
STAFF WRITU

The 200 I Murray State volleyball team has
had a season of ups and downs. After playing
nearly fifteen matches without a victory, the
squad wa.c: left to do some serious soul searching.
Only weeks later. however, the team has turned
the season around and now finds iL<ielf a mere
one and a half games out of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament race.
While volleyball is without doubt a team-ori·
ented sport. one member of the volleyball team
has made her presence known on the court as
one of the most tenacious setters in the OVC.
• While her vocal contributions are limited at
times. Chrissy Dabbert, junior from West
Chicago, Ill., is definitely a leader for her team.
Volleyball has been a part of Dabbert's life for
almost eleven years. She was introduced to the.
sport early in her childhood.
; 'I grew up in the bleachers," Dabbert said
"Having three sisters, I always watched them
play when I was younger."
After playing almost six years of club volleyball. and another four years of varsity volleyball
in high school, Dabbert wa<; content finding a
solid Division-Ill college where she could continue her volleyball career. However, Dabbert
did have one official visit to a legitimate, Division-I college.
"It didn't take me long to fall in love with Mur·
my.'' Dabbert said. "I was so taken in by how
nice everyone was, and the southern hospitality
was great."
Choosing Murray State wao;n't an easy process
for Dabbert, however. With her older sister
attending Eastern Illinois. Dabbert was encouraged to walk on to its volleyball team.
"My parents were really into Eastern Illinois."
Dabbert said. "We went and took a tour, but it
just didn't appeal to me."
Eventually the smoke cleared, and Dabbert's
volleyball career officially made its way to Murray. In spite of her success. Dabbert's days ac; a
Racer haven't always been picture perfect. As a
freshman. Dabbert said she found herself running
in the wrong crowd of people, developing bad
habits and, worse, a bad attitude.
..I had a low self esteem," Dabhert said. "I got
caught up with some people who were bad influences on me. Once those people were eliminated
though, I got back on the right track."
Dabbert gives credit to her parentc; and head
volleyball coach Dave Schwepker for supporting
her and getting her back on the right foot. Her
relatioruJUp with Schwepker has been a solid one
throughout her career.
"(Scbweplrer) rnlly had a tough time during
1

my sophomore year," Dabbert said. ''He is
always meeting with me whether we're going
over grades, game plans or just problems that I'm
having. He's a friend."
Schwepker, who recruited Dabbert, actually
didn't give her a spot on the team at fiJ'St. However, some situations changed. and Dabbert was
called back to come and play for the Racers.
"(Dabben) is so technically sound," Schwepker said "She goes out there now and plays with
so much confidence and is a true competitor. She
and I have been through so much together, and I
truly like her as a person. She is an ideal player
for a coach to have."
Although Dabbert said her career at Murray
State has been filled with wonderful memories.
there are two that really stick out in the mind of
the junior.
'rrbe block," Dabbert said smiling. ·•we were
playing Tennessee-Martin a few weeks ago. We
had some miscommunication on our side of the
net, and their b-foot hitter on the right side came
up to the net unopposed. I came in from out of
nowhere and blocked her spike back to the floor.
It was great."
Dabbert's other crowning achievement came
during her sophomore year in a victory against
Eastern Illinois.
"With being from that area, and having some
friends that went to Eastern, l always want to beat
them." Dabbert said, "Plus, with them always
being so tough. they are considered to be one of
our top rivals along with SEMO."
Dabbert and her teammates were not satisfied
with their performances. Dabbert in particular
stepped up to the challenge of wming things
around, and her teamma1eS definitely took notice.
"Chrissy is such a dependable player," said
junior middle hitter Sara Schmitt said. "She is
extremely selfless. and always gets the job done.
She leads by example with a 'put up or shut up'
attitude."
With her selfless play and leadership skills,
Dabbert said she hopes to be able to lead her
team for her senior season as a floor captain.
Dabbert also has a goal to tie an all-conference
setter in the OVC. Dabben also said she has
loads of confidence in the team next season.
"I believe that this final stretch has really
brought our team together," Dabbert said. "With
our team finally coming together, we really look
to have a strong and stable unit with the consis·
tent play of our seniors."
Dabbert also said it's inconceivable to her to
know that next year is the end of her Murray
State career.
"1 can't believe that it's already here," Dabbert
said. "We were talking the other day about how
we can't grasp the fact that this is our last spring

Karri Rubeci</The News

Murray State junior setter Chrissy Dabbert has been involved with volleyball
all her life and is currently a major contributer on the Racers' team.
season. It's been a great run. but it's not over
yet."
It is not over in the least for Dabbert and her
squad. Dabben. who has been a powerful asset
for her team over the last three years, may not
be heard vocally on the volleyball coun. She
may not have a huge spike or a trademark.
.serve. However. her intensity and consistent

team play will continue to be a large contribution to the success of the women's volleyball
program. Simply being respected is all Dabbert
a.c;ks for.
"I don't need a lot of recognition," Dabben
said. ''As long as people can watch me perform
when I'm at the top of my game, and our team is
successful, that means the most to me."

Volleyball beats Tech, Soccer falls to Tech, beats Martin
drops two in Memphis
BY STEPHANIE ELDER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

STAFF REPORT

The volleyball team battled
Tennessee State on Tuesday
and earned its fifth Ohio Valley
Conference win of the season.
The Racers. who are now 718 overall and 5-9 in OVC
play, were led by junior Lindy
Northcutt. She finished with 11
kills and 14 digs to lead the
way.
Also contributing to the 3-0
victory over TSU were freshman Kim Cappa, who had I 0
kills and 12 digs, and senior
Jessica Wood, who had II kills
and four digs. Junior Chrissy
Dabben finished with a :1latchhigh 17 assists. and freshman
Casandra Ersel added 14 assists
in the victory. Junior Meesa
Olah also finished with 14
assists.
The volleyball team traveled
to Memphis oo Oct. 30 for a
double-header against Jack-

sonville State and the University of Memphis. The Racers
defeated Jacksonville State. 30, and lost to Memphis, 3-1.
Freshman outside hitter Kim
Cappa led the Racers with 15
kills. Junior middle hitter Sara
Schmitt had I 0 kills of her
own. Junior setter Chrissy Dabbert finished with a match-high
19 assists and senior Jessica
Wood had a team-high 9 digs.
Against Memphis, Dabbert
had a team-high 49 assists and
finished with 10 digs. Cappa
had 28 kills and 10 digs as
well. The Racers lost the first
game·but came back and won
the second game before losing
the last two to fall to Memphis,
3-1.

For her play. Cappa was
named Ohio Valley Conference
Freshman of the week for the
third time this year. It was the
second consecutive week she
has earned the honor.

Karri

Rubeck/The News

Murray State senior middle hitter Trena Fish goes up for a
spike
during the Racers' win over Tennessee Tech Saturday
Tim Al.wbrooks is a staff writer for "Tire
Murray State Nell'{, "
at Racer Arena. Fish had 15 kills in the match.

The Murray State soccer team
played its last home game of the season Saturday against Tennessee Tech.
They fell short of the win with 6:22
left in regulation when a Tennessee
Tech midftelder scored the game's
only goal from 18 yards out. giving
Tennessee Tech a 1-0 win over Murray State. The Racers rebounded from
the loss, however. and pulled in a win
over UT·Martin later in the week.
earning them a spot in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.
Coach Mike Minielli felt good
about the game against Tennessee
Tech. despite the loss.
''I was happy with the game even
though we got the loss,'' said Head
Coach Minielli. "We ~ent in with a
plan to play good defense, and we did
everything."
Shots were even at halftime with six
apiece. However. the Ra~o-ers were out·
shot by 7-9 against the Golden Eagles
in the second half. The Racers had 15
fouls and received two of the four yellow cards given during the game.
"Ninety percent of the game we
have, which is ball control and limiting the other team to .scoring. but it's
the other I 0 percent that has plagued
us, and that is finishing off goals,"
Coach Minielli said. "That other 10
percent is our weak spot. If we can do
well in that area then we will do fine."
Sophomore goalkeeper Karen
Fitzharris played the l!ntire game and
walked away with seven saves and one
allowed goal. making her record 6-4-2.
Sophomores Emily Schaller and Lindsey Gustafson led the Racers with
Cann Petersor/The News
three !-hoto; apiece, and sophomore
Brooke l..encki was not far behind Murray State sophomore mldfielder Christine Brannen fights for
with two shots.
the ball during MSU's 1-0 loss Saturday against Tennessee Tech.
"We came out strong,'' Gustafson
said. "It's just too bad we lost, but it the year. which leads the team. Reedy game.
Regardle!ss of the outcome of the
also led the Racers in shot~ on goal for
wa~ a good game.''
regular-season finale against SEMO,
The Racers quickly rebounded from the day with three.
A little over four minutes later. the Racers will be the No.4 seed in the
their loss. however, and defeated UT·
Martin Wednesday. 4-1. The victory sophomore midtielder Lindsey four·team OVC tournament. MSU
for the Racers earned them a spm in Gustal\on scored the second goal for · will travel to SEMO to face the No.I
the Ohio Valley Championship Tour- the Racers, giving MSU a 2-1 lead. seed on Nov. 9. The other semifinal
Gustafson's goal was her sixth of the match will pit No. 2 o;eeu Eastern Illinament.
nois and No. 3 o;eed Tennessee Tech.
The Racers fell behind early in the season.
In the second half. sophomore mid- The championship game will be held
game with a goal by UT-Martin's
Christina Moore at the I0:39 mark of fielder Emily Schaller scored at the Nov. 11 at 2 p.m.
The win over UT-Martin leaves the
51 :03 mark to give the Racers a 3·1
the first hair.
Down 1-0, freshman forward There· lead. Schaller·s goal was her fourth of soccer team R· 7-2 with a 2-2 record in
sa Reedy kicked one past goalkeeper the 2001 season. An insumnce goal by OVC play. The Racers close out the
Carin Scheufler to tie the score at 1-1 . junior midfielder Abbie Perez gave the regular season at 2 p.m. on Sunday at
The goal for Reedy was her eighth of Racers a 4-1 lead. finishing off the SEMO.
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StiOitLIIId
Bllly Blancharcl,
Lindy Northcutt
Billy Blanchard
and Undy North·
cutt are in this
week's Racer
SportUght.
Blanchard,
junior running
back for the foot·
ball team, had 110
yards on 22 carries in the.66-10
loss againSt the
University of
Minnesota. On
the day, he main·
tained a five-yard
!average and had a
long run of 17
yards.
Blanchard, for
the year, has carried the ball74
times for 390
yards. He is averaging 5.1 yards
per carry and has
scored one touchdown.
Northcutt,
junior outside hitter for the volleylbau team, helped
the team to its 3-0
victory over Tennessee State on
rruesday.
She finished the
match with 11
kills and 14 d i~
in the vicotory.

Fastfact
In 1997~ the Mil-

waukee Brewers
became the fina

Major League
Baseball team in
the 20th century to
change leagues,
moving from the
AL Central to the
NL Central. The

(Jcf. Z7
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Men's goH finishes sixth at
Precept Intercollegiate
The men' s golf team placed sixth at
the
Precept
Intercollegiate
in
Clarksville. The nine-team competition
was the golf team's last of the fall.
Senior Matt Stark led the Racers with
an 11th place finish . MSU finished
with a 631 final score. A score of 605
was enough for Samford University to
win the event.
Other Racers contributing to the
effort were freshman Blake Darnell,
who shot a two-day score of 157 to finish tied for 21st and junior Brandon
Henson, who shot a 159 over two days
to finish tied for 26th.

Hedley leads women's goH to
third place finish at Clarksville
The women's golf team finished
third at Precept Intercollegiate. The
event, held in Clarksville, was a 10team event played Oct. 29 and 30.
The team was paced by sophomore
Cuyler Hedley' s fifth-place finish.
MSU finished with a two-day score of
655. Bradley won the event with a
score of 636.
Also contributing to the effort, senior

Kristen Margherio shot a two-day
score of 163 to finish tied for ninth,
junior Kelly Wren shot a 164 to finish
in 13th place, junior Stephanie Baskey
shot a 166 to finish tied for 17th and
senior Megan Rees shot a 174 leaving
her tied for 29th.

Cross country men finish third,
women seventh at Richmond
Senior jeremy Kirk finished ninth,
helping the men's cross country team
to a third-place finish at the Ohio Valley Conference Championships. The
race was run at Arlington Golf Course
in Richmond on Oct. 27.
Eastern lllinois won both the men's
and women' s titles. EIU finish ed with
31 points and Eastern Kentucky h ad 37
points. MSU's 81 points were enough
for a third-place finish .
Kirk, who was named to the AllOVC second team, ran the S-mile
course in 26 minutes and 11.30 seconds. Other Racers contributing to the
third-place finish were junior Ryan
Davis, who finished 16th with a time of
26:56.60, sophomore Jeremy Bu rkeen,
who finished 18th with a time of
27:06.60 and senior James Smith, who
finished 22nd with a time of 27:35.30.

The women, who finished seventh,
were paced by senior Emily Herndon,
who finished with a time of 18:42.40 in
the 3.1-mile course. Herndon also
earned All-OVC first team honors.
Eastern Illinois won the women's
side, becoming only the second school
in league history to win both the men
and women's championship. EIU fin ished with 72 points. The Racers' 158
points were good enough for a seventh-place finish.
Other Racers contributing on the day
were senior Rebecca Christman, who
finished 12th with a time of 18:59.60,
sophomore Erin McMullen, who finished 38th with a time of 20:27.70,
freshman Tiffany Edwards, who fin·
ished 53rd with a time of 21 :36.90 and
sophomore Susana Beraun, who
placed 55th with a time of 21:40.60.
Christman's 12th-place finish earned
her All-OVC second--team honors.

Soccer forced to settle for tie
against Blnningham-Southem
A late goal by Birmingham-Southem's Jennifer Walker tied the score at
2-2. The game would finish with the
same score. The game, which took
p lace Oct. 24, left the Racers with a

record of 7-6-2.
Goals by sophomore midfielder
Lindsey Gustafson and sophomore
midfielder Christine Brannen gave the
Racers a 2-1 lead before the first half
ended. Both goals came unassisted.
Gustafson led the Racers with six
shots on goal, and sophomore forward
Brooke Lencki finished with two shots
on goal. Sophomore goalkeeper Lauren Rosa had 11 saves in the game.

Women's basektball team opens
preseason play Sunday at RSEC
The women's basketball team opens
pre-season play on 4 p.m . Sunday.
MSU will host the Nashville All-Stars
in the Regional Special Events Center.
The women's team opens regular
season play at 5:30 p.m . on Nov. 17,
when they host Brescia in the first
game of a women/ men's double header.
A complete preview of the 2001-2002
women's baskeball team and season
will appear in next week's issue of
"The Murray State News."

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant
Sports Editor Kevin Tlromas
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OVC Football
Standings
OVCOverall
Eastern Illinois +0
6-1
Tennessee State 2-1
6-1
Eastern Kentucky 3-1
5-2
Tennessee Tech 2-2
4-3
Murray State
3-4
1·2
SEMO
1-4
3-6
UT-Martin
1-7
0-3

OVC Football
Schedule
Thursday
Eastern lllinuis 0 I.JT· Martin,
6:30p.m.
Saturday
Murray State 0 l t nne&see State,
llO p.m.
Ttnne>St'e Tech 0 j~(ksonville
StJ te, 4 p.m .
Eastern Kentucky {I) SEMO, 6 p .m

•

OVC Volleyball
Standings

OVC Soccer
Standings

Intramural Football
Standil1gs

OVCOverall
LIT-Martin
10-2 20-7
9-2 15·6
E01stern Illinois
Morehead
10-3 17-8
SEMO
8-5 12-11
Ea!>tern Kentucky 7-fJ 12-10
Austin Peay
6-6 12-10
Murray State
5-9 7-18
Tennessee Tt>c:h 2-12 6-15
Tennessee State 0-U 4-18

OVCOverall
SEMO
4-0 14-1-0
Eastern Illinois 4-1 12-3-0
Tennessee Te<:h 3-2 12-5-0
2-2 8-7·2
Murray State
UT-Martin
1-4 4-14-0
0-5 2-15-0
Morehead

Resident~~~ Cole&M

.move was made
effective as of
1998.

Men
Pranklin
Clark
Elizabeth
Ht">ter
Regents
White
IIJrt
Richmond

Women
3.1)

White

3-0
2· 1

Heo~ter

to tlu·

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alph.! Camm~ tklt.11 Squimls
Alphol Omkron Pi
Siwna Sigma Si~tmJ
Alpha Gamma tklta Pearls
Alph.! Omk mn 1'1·s·

Hart

Springer

t : on~•·ntul:dicm ..

2.()
).()

.lldlloa¥lll St. 3
TSU 1

l.O
1·1
1·1
()..2

0-2

Sororities

Clark
Regents
Elilabeth

The • Iaten ol Alpha GaDIIIIa Delta would Uke to fh•ak aD who
participated Ia the IOdt .......al Roek-a-thoa aad helped. to ralae o1'er
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VIDEO .S UPER
STORE

National Pacemaker
Finalist for fifth
consecutive year.

Many of your favorite classics and new releases!

Darin Shock, former
cartoonist for
The Murray State
News, 1st place,
editorial cartoons.

•Over I ,500 DVD's in stock!
• New arrivals weekly.
3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
Bring the ad and receive $1 off
• 714 N . 12th St.

753-7670

I

Offer Expires 1 1/30/01
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Awards were presented at 80th annual
National College Media Convention,
New Orleans, Oct. 27
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Up-tempo offense will excite Racer basketball fans
Bv JusTIN M c G ILL
SPORTS EDITOR

' T EVESTER
A NDERSON
MSUmen's
basketball head

coach

"We WANT TO
MAKE IT MORE

EXCITING FOR
OUR FANS. THEY

DESERVE THAT."

A mixture of solid, returning players and new faces gives Murray
State plenty of reasons to be excited
about this year's Racer basketball
team. Head Coach Tevester Anderson is excited about the upcoming
season despite the loss of Isaac
Spencer, the second-leading scorer
in MSU history.
"You don't get a chance to coach
a guy like Isaac Spencer very often
in a career," Anderson said. "He's
been very good for our program,
and we' re going to miss him dearly."
Spencer, who completed his
fourth und final year of eligibility
last season, is the only player missing from last year's team. which finished 17-12 and lost in the second
round of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament. Leading the list of
remaining playen; is senior guard
Justin Burdine. who averaged 15.3
points per game and made 40 percent of his three-point attempts last
season.
"He has really taken it upon him-

self to be more of a leader this
year," Anderson said of Burdine.
"He's playing the best basketball of
his career at Murray State, and I
expect h im to have an outstanding
year for us."
The Racers' other senior is forward Rod Thomas. who averaged
1.7 points and 2.2 rebounds per
game in his first season at MSU last
year. Thomas is currently a question
mark for the Racers following a
recent ankle sprain. Anderson said
Thomas is expected to return to
practice before the Racers' first regular season game Nov. 19 at the
Regional Special Events Center
against West Florida.
''The bad thing about his injury is
that he hadn't ever been hurt
before," Anderson said. "When
you· ve never h ad pain before, you
don't know how to deal with it.
He's done a pretty good job of hand ling it and getting ready to practice
again ."
Junior guard Kevin Paschel is
expected to reprise h is role from last
season as the Racers' point guard.
Anderson said Paschel is less worried with scoring this season and

more concerned with getting the ball
to his teammates.
"The point guard is like a quarterback.'' Anderson said. "When
you're doing well, everybody loves
you. When you're doing poorly,
everybody h ates you because
you 've got the ball in your hands
most of the time. Kevin has really
take n the challenge this year and is
working hard to be a good point
guard and lead our team."
Junior guard Chris Shumate, the
Racers' best three-point shooter last
season (45.8 percent). is expected to
handle an even heavier shooting
load this year.
"He didn't play as well' as he
thought he could have and should
have played lac;t year,'' Anderson
said. "One of my concerns with him
last year was that he didn't shoot the
ball enough , and this year he's
promised me he's going to put the
ball up."
Anderson also expects big contributions from j unior forward Antione
Whelchel (12.9 points per game in
2000-0 1), sophomore forward Cuthbert Victor (6.2 ppg) and sophomore
center Andi Hornig (5 ppg). Five

transfer players - senior guard
Rashard Harris, junior guard Antonio Henderson. junior forward
James Singleton. sophomore guard
Rick Jones (pending academic eligibility issues) and sophomore forward Jamar Avant - provide the
Racers with enough depth to utilize
an up-tempo style of play.
"We want to make it a,., exciting as
we possibly can," Anderson said.
"We want to make it more exciting
for our fans. They deserve that:"
The 200 1-02 MSU schedule is
highlighted by visits from Tennessee-Chattanooga (Nov. 29).
Alabama-Birmingham (Dec. I) and
Southern Illinois (Dec. 29), and a
po),sible game at Louisville <Dec. 8)
in the Jim Thorpe Association C lassic. The Racers t.ravel to Western
Kentucky on Nov. 24 and Tennessee-Chattanooga on Dec. 22.
Anderson said the schedule this
season is challenging for the Racers.
'·Looking at the other conference
teams. I think our schedule is more
demanding this year and last year
th an any other team," Anderson
said. "We want to keep it that way."
The Racers were picked to finish

second in the OVC preseason poll.
voted on by league coaches and
sports information directors. Tennessee Tech finished first in the
poll. Defending OVC Tournament
champion Eastern Illinois was
picked third, followed by Morehead
State, Austin Peay. Tennessee-Martin, Southeast Missou ri, Eastern
Kentucky and Tennessee State.
Anderson said MSU does not
have an easy road to the NCAA
Tournament this year.
"I fee l like our conference as a
whole is as tough as it has been in
my seven years at Murray State,''
Anderson said. "From top to bottom. our conference is very challenging.''
When asked about personal goals,
Shumate said he planned to focus
more on helping the Racers win an
OVC Championship and play in the
NCAA Tournament.
"I just want to win," Shumate
said. "You look up and see all these
OVC Championship banners in the
rafters, and all these guys talk about
being to the tournament and what
it's like. I just want to experience
that.''

MSU kicks off basketball seasons with Fan Jam Racers lose big at Minnesota,
BY KEVIN THOMAS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Senior guard Justin Burdine and
sophomore guard Stacey Holmes
brought the crowd to their feet Oct. 25
at Fan Jam 2001 with their slam-dunl
auempts.
The event introduced the men's and
women's basketball h:ams to the community and student body. Fan Jam
included events such as a three-point
shooting contest, a .slam-dunk contest
and a tO-minute scrimmage.
Mari Jolly, freshman from Elizabethtown, said it was an opportunity to
cheer on the Racers.
"Fan Jam is a great way to get the
school and the team pumped up for the
season," Jolly said.
After an introduction of both the
men's and women's teams. the events
got underway. The three-point competition was the first event, and fans were
shown a shooting clinic. Sharp shooting by junior guard Antonio Henderson
allowed him to defeat Burdine in the

three-point competition.
Henderson advanced to the final
against Burdine after draining 10 shots
from behind the arc in the 30-second
time limit. Burdine. who made seven
shots in the first round. made nine in
the! final to force Henderson to have to
sink I 0 or more in the final. As time
expired. Henderson nailed his lOth shot
from behind the line and won the competition.
Henderson. a transfer from Atlanta
Metro Community College. said he
was proud to play for the fans.
"l was really excited," Henderson
said. "It wa-; a good experience to be
able to play in front of these fans. It is
an honor to be here at Murray State."
The women's team put on a show as
well. Senior forward Susan Tackett
made nine of her shots in the first round
of the contest. Freshman guard Brittany
Park put in seven of her shots in the 30second time limit to advance to the
final round. In the finals, Park's five
three-pointers were not enough to overtake Tackett, who made eight to cap-

ture the event.
Senior guard Erin Fetcher. who a1so
participated in the three-point contest,
was glad to be involved this year in Fan
Jam.
"l like having the girls involved this
year," Fetcher said. " It was a lot of fun
and a really good experience."
The slam-dunk conte!'.t brought the
crowd out of their seats many times.
Burdine, who has won the competition
for the past three years. was a fanfavorite from the beginning of the
event, and he did not disappoint The 61 guard made three dunks in the first
round to advance to the finals. Henderson and junior forward James Singleton joined Burdine in the finals.
From the free-throw line and with
his back to the basket, Burdine
bounced the ball between his legs and
off the backboard. Burdine, mid-air.
grabbed lhe ball and dunked it, putting
the competition out of reach. Burdine
won his last Fan Jam slam-dunk contest.
Between the first round and the

finals of the slam·dunk contest. head
football coach Joe Pannunzio and
Brian Finch. senior from Hopkinsville,
took the court for a tuition ~hot. Pannunzio shot the ball from half-coun
and it bounced right off the front of the
rim. If Pannunzio were to have made
the shot, Finch would have been given
free tuition for the semester.
Also. between the first round and lhe
finals, Stacey Holmes proved the men
were not the only people who could
bring the crowd to their feet. Three
times the 5-foot-9 Lady Racer guard
attempted to dunk the ball. and three
times she came up just short. The
crowd, however, was very appreciative
of the effort as they gave her a standing
•
ovation.
An autograph session followed the
night's event. Both Racer squads
signed autographs for all in attendance.
Slam-dunk competition winner
Justin Burdine summed up the night's
events.
''It's fun." Burdine said. " It's just for
the fans."

prepare for Tennessee State
ing MSU it-. worst loss since a loss at
Indiana State by the same score in

STAFF REPORT

After Murray State's football
game again:.t North Alabama scheduled for Sept. 15 wa~ canceled. lhe
Racers were penciled in to Minnesota's schedule for last Saturday. MSU
made the trip this weekend nnd
returned with a 66-10 Joss ar the
hands of the Golden Gophers.
Pannunzio said the Racers were
simply outmanned by Minnesota.
"When you go into a football
game, the thing that you want to do
is at least be able to compete," Pannunzio said: "It came to light real
fast that that was going to be a problem for us."
The Racers kept the score close
early in the game. Trailing 14-3,
MSU cut lhe deficit to four points on
a 1-yard touchdown run by sophomore quarterback Stewart Childress.
After lhat. M inne.<;ota scored 52
unanswered points en route to hand-

1998.
Murray State's offense was not
completely held in check, however.
Childress finished the game with
205 yards passing. 1.'0mpleting 19
passes on 38 attempts. Sophomore
receiver Marcus Christon caught
live of those passes for 57 yards.
Junior running back Billy Blanchard Jed all rushers with 110 yards
on 22 carries and caught six passes
for 38 yards. MSU's leading rusher
this sea<;an, junior Gamer Byars, left
the game after suffering a minor
back injury. He is expected to return
to action tomorrow at Tennessee
State.
The game at TSU, I :30 p.m. Saturday at Adelphia Colesium in
Nashville. marks the Racers' return "
to Ohio Valley Conference action.
MSU has a 1-2 record in conference
game...
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in town;
Top Shelf Margarita
Texas Margarita
St rawberry Margarita
Blue Margarita

I

Dlfak's Special

2-4-l
Happy Hour

712 N. 12th St. (adjacent to J.C. Penny's)

ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS!

The Source
"Faculty Evaluatiot1.s"

on-line @ www.msusga.com or link on from
www.murraystate.edu

Furnish your dorm or apartmen t and
SA VE a hundle. Shop at Charlie's Antique
Mall. We are m ore than just ant.iques ... wc
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some thing for everyone.
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Rev. Lillian Ferguson, Pastor: (270) 443·3339
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Metropolitan Community Church • All Welcome!!
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Alexander:
Two Murray students return
New president from peacekeeping missions
aimS for more
student contact
peace-keeping forces and J8 months with the
Swed ish peace-keeping forces in Kosovo.
Six months ago. Djakoe left Kosovo bound for
the United States and found his way to M urray
State.
Milton G rimes. director of the Kentucky lnstimte for International Studies, said he heard about
Djakoe's ~i tuation from a friend and took a per·
sonal interest in him. Grimes sought to get Dj akoe
a ..,tudent visa to come to the United States.
" Imagine an 18-year-old boy, fresh out to high

Rho, wa.s with the 223 m ilitary police department
in Louisville when he wa ... called to
in Fort
Knox 3J1d Fort Campbell for the conflicts in
Bosnia.
While most American~ watch the Middle East
The :!3-year-old agriculture major traveled to
conflicts on television or read about them in the
Tu1Ja, Bosnia, as pan of the United Nation's
newspapers. Jeton Djakoe, freshman froin Prishtipeacekeeping mission in that country. The mission
na. Kosovo, knows first hand w hat it is like to be
also included troops from Russia, Sweden nnd
in the middle of a war w ne.
Norway. He left for Bosnia in February, and his
Djakoe was at the heart of the war in his country
main objective there was as a stahilization force.
in 1998. Only 18 at the time. he had j ust gmduated
"Our objective was really to keep the peace: :.md
from high ~chO<.ll and wa'i in Macedonia when the
make o ur mmtary presence known," Wil ·
invasion of the V.J. Yugo~ luv ian anny (Serbian forces) made o btaining a visa difficult, .. ' At first we thought that we would be in dan- son said. " It was really a preventative meaand Dj akoe was forced to ~tay behind in ger all the time. and it was exciting- we saw sure."
While he saw no real military conflict in
Kosovo. Meanwhile. his fam ily was able to
so many things. Then after a while it became Bosnia, Wi bon said his work was no less
leave the turmoil and head for New York
just another job.' '
dangerous. Before going o n the mission,
City.
W ilson had to undergo police ofllcer tminResponding to an advertisement in the
Jeton Djakoe
ing to deal with any conflict he might
toc31' newspaper for translators to assist the
fre:Jlman from Prishtina, Kosovo
peace-keeping forces. Dj akoe applied for
e ncounter.
Wilson and his troop toured the urea to
and received the job. He was among many
locals who translated Albanian to English and vice school, on his own in a war-tom country. with no which they were assigned, attended rallies and
fan1ily around,'' Grimes said. "A friend of mine demonstrations. made their presence known and
versa and Serbian to English and vice versa.
"At first we thought that we would be in danger to ld me about this boy in Kosovo who needed offe red services to people displaced by the conall the time, and it was exciting - we saw so many help. so we did what we could and finally got him flicts in the region.
"People had been displaced because of all the
things," Djakoe said. "Then after a while it became a student visa." .
DjalalC reunited with his family in New York tighting," he said. " We had to help some of them
j ust another j ob."
Although tht! job seemed mundane. war erupted C ity, then heard about Murray State lrom friends. get back into their homes."
A first-semester freshman, Djakoe said he
As if the peacekeeping in Bosnia was not
around Djakoe. Buildings were bombed. and peoenough to worry about. Wilson llew back Ill the
ple were shot around Kosovo. While riding enj oyc; attending the University.
through the streets of the city one day. the jeep in
" I love the campus." he said . "The people are so states on Sept. II.
"We llew mto Fon Benning, Ga.• on the l ith,
which Djakoe was riding was fired upon. He wa-; nice and friendly here."
Djakoe has not yet chosen a major, but said with and everything was just happening o ver here," he
in the back seat and was not hun. but the incident
his work experience in communication, he may said. ''As soon as we got in, we j ust went to bed,
shook him up.
and when we woke up, that's when we heard ah<'Ul
"I was really afraid," Dj akoe said. ··1 just consider majoring in journalism.
remember drivi ng in the backseat of this jeep and
While many Americans canno t relate to the att:leks."
Wilson and Djalwe represent n world many of
then suddenl y people .started shooting at the jeep Djakoe's experie nces, one 2000 Murray State
us will never know. They both have o;een things
as we drove past.''
graduate comes dangerously close.
Djakoe worked for six months with the Rritish
Wesley Wilson. u member of Alpha Gamma that most Americans hope they never have tll.
BY S EVERO A VILA
STAFF WRITER

From Page 1
A lexander said he wants to have a n open relationc;h ip with
students. faculty and staff and said he be lieves in in openness
and communi ty sharing as ways of ma intaining a collaborative
campus.
" 1 want the m to feel free to ta lk with me and to come see me
and to pull me aside because I wi ll be o n cam pus a lot,"
Alexander said. " I w ill ... actually see and inte rac t q uite a b it
with m any of the m. and I hope they see that as an o pportunity
to come ro m e and discuss good things as we ll as bad ."
Student Governme nt Association Preside nt N ikki Key said
she believed A lexander would be a stude nt-orie nted president.
"When he came o n campus, he came to the SGA m eeting and
was able to ta lk to some stude nts a nd hear some students," Key
said . "It was a mazing to see how well they got a lo ng and how
genuine he is abo ut stude nts' concerns a nd issues."
Key said one stude nt issue Alexander has touc hed on with
her was that of facilities suc h as the Regional Special Events
Cen ter and Racer Arena be ing closed o n the weekt:nd.
Before taking aoy m aj o r plans of actio n w ith the Univer~ ity,
A lexander said he is liste ning to people to learn their concerns.
·•J liste n to as many people as possible." Ale xande r said. " We
need to continue doing what we're do ing: we do n' t need to
divert from our direction w h ile at the same ti me listeni ng to the
concerns and challenge ... that face the faculty a nd staff and students within the in~ti tuti on . "
As a president, Ale xa nde r said it is his ro le to re present the
institu tion.
" H igher education is a game of visibility." Alexander said.
" In this environment w here very lillie information is given
abo ut w hat i.., actually produced, visibility is a very importa nt
quality an instilution m ust have."'
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God Has a Plan for Your Life!
"'For I /mow the plans I have for you,' declares the Lord, 'plans to prosper you and not to
ham1 you, plans to give you a hope and a future . ... You will seek me and find me when you
seek me with all your heart. '"
-Jeremiah 29:11-12
''For we are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God
prepared in advance for us to do."
-Ephesians 2: 10
"

God definitely has a plan for your life, but it is up to you to do the things necessary
to fulfill it. Deuteronomy 30: l9 says, "... I have set before you life and death,
blessings and curses. Now choose life." The question is, what are you choosing?
Are you choosing to go your own way and do your own thing, or are you finding
out what God wants from you and following Him? It is possible to live God's way.
The things discussed on this page are things that have helped countless people
discover and live out God's will for their lives. They can work for you, too.
HAVE YOU BEEN BORN AGAIN?
11

Jesus says in John 3:3 that no one can see the Kingdom of God unless he is born again." It also
states in 2 Cor 5:17 that "if any man is in Christ Jesus he is a new creation. Old things have
passed away, all things are made new. ''Basically, if a person will pray and ask Jesus to come
into his or her life and receive Him, He will come in and make him or her a new person. For
more reading on this concept, check out the following Bible passages:

Romans 3:23; 6:23;10:9-10

John 1:12

Galatians 2:20

Revelation 3:20

Studying God's Word
Proverbs 1:10- t 5 says, "My son, if sinners entice
you, do not give in to them. If they say, 'Come
along with us' . .• do not go along wit/J them, do
110t set foot on their paths. "
It is simply a fact that you will tend to be like the
people that you spend the most time with. That
is why it is so important to have close friends
who are trying to live for Jesus. They can be
found in campus ministries and local churches.
Surrounding yourself with people who are living
for Jesus is one of the most important things
that you can do in school.
This doesn't mean that you don't have friends or
. don't love people who are non-Christians, but it
does mean that your closest friends, the people
who you seek advice from and who influence
your life the most should be Christians. How
about now; are your closest friends trying to live
for Jesus?

You Gotta Pray!
Prayer may be the easiest thing to begin and the
most dillicult thing to master in all of( 'hristianity.
Prayer is the tllundational key to successfully
living out the life ( iod has calkd you to. \Vithout
prayer. everything else is simply man-centered
religion that dm.:sn'l do much. With prayer. ksus
enters in and strengthens our dl(xts.
A few things that may help in prayer:
-lk hon~:st and simpk. Y1H1 don't ha\·~: to impr~ss ( iod
\\ ith your doqlll'nl.'l' ur compkx 1ty. You can't trick Ciod.
Don't try to b~: somcon~ you arc not. Come to I lim as you
really arc.

There are only two ways mentioned specifically in scripture to increase a person's faith.
One of those ways is by 'hearing God's Word.' (Rom 10:17)

In a survey we do on campus we ask the question: 'What can a
person do to be all that Jesus wants them to be?' The most common answer includes DOING WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS. However, the majority of
people who say this also admit to reading their Bibles only
'occasionally' on average.

It is impossible to stress enough how important the Word of God is for a person who
desires to be all that Jesus wants them to be. We should read it, study it, meditate on
it, memorize it, and most importantly, apply its teachings to our lives. Unfortunately,
research by George Barna indicates that only about 20% of professing Christians read
their Bible on a daily basis.
The following are some tips compiled from people around Murray State concerning the Bible:
-Make a commitment to read the Bible everyday. Reading·one chapter can take as little as a couple of
minutes and has the power to change your life forever.
- Keep your Bible in a handy place. Get a small one and carry it with you. Read between classes, etc ...
- Get a version you can read. Many people don't read because they have a version that reads like
Shakespeare and they have a hard time understanding. There are many excellent versions out there.
-Treat it like a textbook. Underline parts that strike you. Write questions in the margins, STUDY IT!
- Start in a part that is practical and easier to understand. Most of the New Testament (The back l/4 of the
Bible) falls into this category. Avoid starting in Genesis and reading straight through at first. If you want to
read straight through, start in Matthew.
- Always try to take something away from your time reading and studying that you can apply to your life in a
practical way.
- Pray and ask God to help you understand. He gave us His Word for a reason and does not want it to be
mysterious, confusing, or impractical. He wants to help you understand. Just ask Him.

SHARING YOUR FAITH:
You will never be all that Jesus wants you to be as long as you keep your faith to yourself.
In reality, self-centered faith is the opposite of genuine Christianity.

-Start today and keep going.
-Take time to listen. (jod still speaks to pcopk.
-Learn to pray !'or I lis will

~lhll\c

your own.

It may he that you haven't had an honest conversation with God in a long time. Maybe never.

•

Today is a great day to start. Tl'llllim what is
on your mind. Tell I lim where you need help.
Tell II im what you stmgglc with. Whatever. Just
talk to I lim. I k is waiting!

You are influencing people EVERY SINGLE DAY. The question is, are you influencing
them towards a greater relationship with Jesus or are you influencing them away from
Him? His plan is for you to be used to bring people to Him, to introduce them, and help
them grow close to Him. Does this describe your life? If it doesn't then it is time to
change . .Make other people your highest priority, and you are unbelievably close to finding everything that God has for you. Talk to people about Jesus, invite them to church,
pray for them, answer their questions, love them in practical ways, letting them know you
are doing it as a representative of Jesus (2 Cor 5:20). All of these are excellent ways to
share your faith. Most importantly, start today!
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